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The detection of GW150914 has marked the start of the era of gravitational
wave (GW) astronomy, and the number of detections available for astro-
physical interpretation has been growing ever since. Similarly, this thesis
progresses from considering individual signals to analysing the population
of gravitational wave sources.
We explore how much we expect to be able to learn from a loud binary
black hole merger like GW150914, were it to appear in the detector net-
works we currently have, as well as those which are being planned or under
construction. Afterwards, we develop a model which allows us to obtain un-
biased estimates of the rate with which the universe produces such signals,
and the distribution of intrinsic gravitational wave source parameters such
as the component masses, despite the fact that the observed distribution is
inherently biased by the fact that source parameters affect the loudness of
the emitted signal, and contaminated by terrestrial noise artefacts inherent
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Chapter 1
Introduction
After decades of construction, research, and design efforts the LIGO and
Virgo detectors have finally reached the sensitivity required to detect gravi-
tational wave signals. Starting September 14, 2015 [1] we are able to detect
some of the faint gravitational wave signals travelling the universe, as proven
by the detection of GW150914, and use them to expand our knowledge of
gravitational waves, general relativity, massive stars, and physics in gen-
eral. Before that day gravitational waves were strongly suspected to exist,
as there was strong indirect evidence published 30 years earlier by Weisberg
et al. [2] observing the inspiral of the pulsar and neutron star system found
by Hulse and Taylor [3] in 1981, but they had not been detected directly.
This work is split into three principal components which explore differ-
ent, although related, aspects of gravitational wave astronomy.
Chapter 1 reviews the basics of gravitational wave emission (1.1, 1.2),
detectors (1.3), and the tools required to extract astrophysical information
from the output of gravitational wave detectors (1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7). It con-
cludes with an overview of selection bias in gravitational-wave astronomy
(1.8).
Chapter 2 is adapted from a paper [4] written together with John Veitch,
in which we explore the expected performance of future gravitational wave
detector networks, using the very first detected GW signal (GW150914) as
a reference point. To account for the addition of detectors and the fact
that technical limitations prevent them from observing truly continuously
we consider a number of different network configurations consisting of the
three currently operational detectors (LIGO Hanford, LIGO Livingston, and
1
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Virgo), as well as the two observatories under construction (KAGRA in
Japan and LIGO India).
In Chapter 3 we consider the population of gravitational wave sources
as a whole, and present a new model for characterising this population in
the knowledge that the set of observed signals can (and, eventually, will)
be contaminated by terrestrial noise and biased through selection effects. It
is based on a paper [5] written in collaboration with John Veitch, Thomas
Dent, and Will M. Farr.
We conclude in chapter 4.
1.1 General Relativity & Gravitational Waves
General relativity, as proposed by Einstein [6] is our current best theory
of gravity. Over the course of the last century a number of experiments
have been proposed and carried out, none of which has found any signifi-
cant evidence against it [7, 8]. These experiments include, amongst others,
the observation of light deflection [9], and the precession of Mercury’s peri-
helion [6], and most recently the direct observation of the accretion disk of
a supermassive black hole [10]. One of its fundamental predictions is the
existence of gravitational waves [11] (GWs), fluctuations in the curvature of
space-time which spread through the universe at the speed of light.
Gravitational waves are a small perturbation hµν of the curvature of
space-time gµν which obey the wave equation
gµν = ηµν + hµν +O(h2) (1.1)
2hµν = 0 (1.2)
where hµν  1. Equation 1.2 assumes us to have put hµν in transverse-
traceless gauge, and for the gravitational wave to travel through flat, empty
space. We know from conservation laws that mono- and dipoles cannot
emit gravitational radiation [12], leaving the quadrupole as the leading order
contributor to GW emission. This leads us to split gravitational waves into
plus (“+”) and cross (“×”) polarised components.
The observable effects of GWs are best illustrated by considering a pair
of test particles at rest. Once the wave reaches the particles, the proper
distance changes, it oscillates around their initial separation with a dimen-
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sionless amplitude of (1 + h), i.e. (1 + A+) or (1 + A×) along the axes
as determined by the respective polarisation vectors, and transverse to the
direction of propagation of the gravitational wave [12].



























where < · > denotes the average over multiple wavelengths, || · || denotes
the norm of a vector, dL is the luminosity distance between the observer
and the source, and I is the reduced quadrupole moment defined here as a
sum over point masses. Equations 1.3 and 1.4 reveal why compact binary
coalescences are prime sources of GW signals. The proportionality relations













where M , R, and T are the mass, size, and dynamic time-scale of the system.
We used Kepler’s third law to eliminate T in favour of M and R. These
expressions show that the gravitational wave emission from binary systems
is at its largest for sources which concentrate a large mass in a small area at
high velocities, which is the case in binaries composed of black holes (BH)
or neutron stars (NS).














• m1 and m2 are the component masses (m1 ≥ m2),
• M = m1 +m2, the total mass,
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• µ = m1m2M , the symmetric mass ratio,
• M = µ3/5M 2/5 , the chirp mass,
• r is the separation of the binary components,








• L0 = c5G−1 ≈ 1053W.
Since isolated black holes do not emit significant amounts of energy [13],
the energy loss of a binary black hole is dominated by the emitted GWs
which cause the orbital separation to decrease and the orbital (and thereby
gravitational wave) frequency to increase. Using Equation 1.3, E = −12µMr−1,
and assuming the eccentricity to be ε = 0, we can derive a simple expression




























where tc is the time-scale on which a binary spirals-in to merge, and r0 is
the initial orbital separation.
Naturally this approximation breaks down when the components of the
binary grow too close, at which point one must either add additional post-
Newtonian (pN) corrections or transition to solving the field equations di-
rectly.
1.2 Gravitational Wave Signals from Compact Bi-
naries
The evolution of a binary black hole due to the emission of gravitational
waves can broadly be split into three phases: Inspiral, merger, and ringdown.
During the inspiral phase the binary components are at such large sepa-
rations that quasi-Newtionian solutions as used to derive Eq. 1.10 with pN
corrections are sufficient to describe the evolution of the binary.
Eventually, once a time tc has passed, the components grow close enough
for these approximations to fail. The binary’s orbit will continue to shrink at
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an accelerating pace under the increasing emission of GWs until the event-
horizons of the two components overlap, at which point the two components
merge into a single compact object. During this phase space-time between
and around the two components is highly dynamic and determining the
behaviour of the system typically requires numerical solutions to the field-
equations (numerical relativity, NR) [14, 15, 16].
Once the binary has merged, the system will emit some last GWs as
the merger product settles down into its final state. For a black hole, this
ringdown phase is characterised by the quasi-normal oscillation of the event
horizon during which an exponentially decaying, sinusoidal GW signal is
emitted [17].
While NR simulations are possible, they are computationally intensive
and time consuming. Searching for gravitational wave signals or analysing
them in detail typically requires the generation of thousands to millions of
simulated signals [18]. These waveforms cannot be obtained at a reason-
able computational cost if NR simulations are performed for each individual
waveform, even if combined with analytic approximations for the inspiral or
merger components. This issue is tackled by the development of waveform
approximants, functions which attempt to accurately capture all important
features of the predicted signals, but at much lower computational cost.
The two main approaches are the EOB and IMRPhenom families of approx-
imants.
The EOB approach [17, 19, 20] uses the Effective One Body formalism
to approximately solve the inspiral component and combines it with a fit to
NR results in the merger and ringdown regime. The IMRPhenom (Inspiral-
Merger-Ringdown, Phenomenological) family [21, 22, 23] takes a slightly
different approach, which is to build a reduced order surrogate model based
on fits to pN results and NR simulations.
These approximants generally exclude many higher order features of the
signals, though development is ongoing to include more detail (e.g. preces-
sion or higher modes) and improve their general accuracy [24].
1.3 Detecting Gravitational Waves
To be able to detect a passing gravitational wave we need to recall their effect
on an observer. Consider a pair of test particles A and B at rest relative to
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
+ Polarisation
× Polarisation
Figure 1.1: A ring of test particles at rest under the influence of a pass-
ing gravitational wave. The circular configurations at the very right, left,
and in the centre, show the ring while the gravitational wave amplitude is
zero. Bottom panels: effect of the “cross” polarisation component. Top
panels: effect of the “plus” polarisation component. The gravitational wave
amplitude of h ≈ 0.2 is greatly exaggerated for illustration purposes.
each other. Using the transverse nature of gravitational radiation, Misner
et al. [12] show that in the presence of a gravitational wave h(t) propagating
along ~eh the proper separation ~nAB becomes
~nAB 7→
~nAB(1 + h(t)) if ~nAB ⊥ ~eh,~nAB if ~nAB||~eh, (1.12)
∆||~nAB||
||~nAB||
= h(t) sin(ϕ), (1.13)
where ϕ is the angle between ~nAB and ~eh. If ~nAB has both parallel
and orthogonal components, these transformations apply component-wise.
Recalling that gravitational radiation is composed of + and × components,
this results in a behaviour best illustrated by a ring of test particles, as
shown in Figure 1.1.
As a result, any device capable of measuring proper distances between
objects is a potential GW detector. Equation 1.13 shows that the dimension-
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Figure 1.2: An example gravitational wave, shown both in frequency-
domain (right) and time-domain (left). This example used the IMRPhe-
nomPv2 waveform approximant for a system of two 30 Mnon-spinning
black holes at a distance of 1 Mpc. The y-axis shows the dimensionless
strain amplitude of the “+” polarisation.
less GW strain h(t) directly translates into the fractional change in proper
distance, which is proportional to the signal in any detector based on this
effect. In practice the extremely small amplitudes of these signals, the max-
imum gravitational wave strain amplitude observable during the merger of
a 30 & 30 Mbinary in Andromeda is < 10
−18 (see Figure 1.2), makes
designing such a detector rather challenging.
The currently favoured detector design is the laser-interferometer. The
LIGO and Virgo detectors are based on the Michelson interferometer with
numerous changes, additions and improvements [25]. The basic layout of
such a detector is shown in Figure 1.3. This type of detector is sensitive to
the change in differential arm lengths, i.e. d(t) ∝ |Lx(t) − Ly(t)| where d
is the “data” produced by the detector and Lx and Ly are the lengths of
arm X and Y respectively. The arm length in this case is measured between
the two test mass mirrors in each arm, as the effective length of the cavity
dwarfs all other distances travelled by the beam.
Since any real detector is affected by noise, the detector output d(t) can
be written as the sum of the gravitational wave signal h(t) and some noise
n(t)
d(t) = h(t) + n(t). (1.14)
The signal is proportional to the projection of the gravitational wave onto
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Figure 1.3: Simplified layout of a laser-interferometer gravitational wave
antenna. The laser enters the device from the laser source on the left and is
split after passing the power recycling mirror. Each half of the original beam
propagates through the test mass of either the x or y arm and spends some
time circulating in the arm cavity, before leaving through the test mass near
the beam splitter. The light is then recombined by the beam splitter and
leaves (partially) through the signal recycling mirror to be detected by the
photo-detector. This illustration has been adapted from Figure 3 of Abbott
et al. [1] with minor edits to isolate the part of the figure relevant in this
context.
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the arms of the detector. Formally we can write
h(t) = F+h+(t) + F×h×(t), (1.15)
where F+ and F× are the projection operators which describe the effect
of the respective gravitational wave polarisations on the detector. These
projection operators are generally time dependent due to the rotation of
the earth, but the time dependence is negligible for any given CBC event
since the GW signals considered throughout this text are of order seconds
to minutes (see Equation 1.11).
Using the Newtonian approximation from Equation 1.10 the inspiral sig-





















where dL is the luminosity distance between source and observer, φ(t) is
the phase of the GW signal, and Q(θ, ϕ, ψ, ι) encapsulates all effects caused
by the relative orientations of binary and detector. In practice, the more
sophisticated waveform approximants mentioned in Section 1.2 are used in-
stead.
The noise component n(t) of Equation 1.14 is generally well approxi-
mated as a draw from a coloured, stationary, and Gaussian noise with some
noise spectrum Sn(f). This spectrum depends on the exact configuration
of the detector, and therefore changes as improvements and modifications
are applied. During observation periods such changes are kept to the ab-
solute minimum to ensure stable operating conditions, though these efforts
may be undermined by environmental effects, e.g. storms or earthquakes.
On average the duty cycle of the two LIGO detectors during the first two
observing periods (O1 & O2) was ≈ 50% [28]. Figure 1.4 shows the mea-
sured noise spectra of the two LIGO observatories during O1 and O2 each,
as well as the planned noise spectrum for their final configuration. It also
shows the spectrum of an example stellar mass CBC signal (a BBH with




























|h × |, 32 & 24 M
Figure 1.4: Noise levels measured during the first two observing runs and
expected noise levels at Design sensitivity. The first observing run [27]
is plotted using dashed lines, the noise levels during the second observing
run [28] are given using solid lines. The Hanford and Livingston LIGO de-
tectors are shown in red and blue, respectively. The solid black line shows
the sensitivity LIGO was designed to target [29], though further upgrades
beyond this being considered. The dashed black line is the frequency do-
main waveform of a 32 & 24 M, non-spinning, face-on binary black hole



























Figure 1.5: Decomposition of the Design-sensitivity noise ASD into the
different noise sources. Shown are i) Total (black, solid), ii) Quantum (blue,
solid), iii) Thermal (blue, dashed), iv) Seismic (red, solid), and v) Newtonian
(red, dashed). Noise simulated using pygwinc [30].
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non-spinning components, 32 & 24 M each, simulated using the implemen-
tation in lalsimulation [31] of the IMRPhenomPv2 approximant).
The shape of the detectors’ noise spectra is caused by the frequency
dependencies of the different noise sources. The most important contributors
to the total noise budget are
Quantum: quantum uncertainties of e.g. photon count in the laser (shot
noise) and the fluctuations in the photon pressure on the mirrors,
Thermal: caused by Brownian motion of the suspensions and the surfaces
of mirrors,
Seismic: ground motion due to e.g. earthquakes or pedestrians,
Newtonian: changes in the local gravitational field due to mass moving
near the detector.
Their frequency dependencies are illustrated in Figure 1.5. To suppress
seismic noise the end mirrors are suspended by silicate fibres in multi-stage
pendulum, fine-tuned to filter out the frequency bands responsible for most
of the noise transmitted to the test-masses.
1.4 Finding Gravitational Wave Signals
When searching for signals in some stream of data, it is essential to be able
to quantify how well any given simulated signal matches the observed data.
The quantity used to do so is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, ρ), defined as








where h̃(f) is the complex frequency domain GW signal. Using the Newto-










df [f 7/3Sn(f)]−1. (1.20)
From Equation 1.20 we can directly derive the distribution of SNR val-

















This assumes GW sources to be uniformly distributed in luminosity volume
(p(dL) ∝ d2L) and ignores the cosmological redshifting of the signal. At this
point, we can also note that the observedM-distribution is biased by a factor
of ≈M2.5. We will revisit this effect later in Section 1.8 and Chapter 3.
If sources are detected to distances large enough for cosmological ef-
fects to be significant, the previous relation only holds for small distances.
Figure 1.6 shows the analytic curves for the distribution of optimally ori-
ented sources in distance as well as two histograms showing the results of
simulating a large number of sources distributed either uniformly in lumi-
nosity volume with a sharp cut-off at 14 Gpc (luminosity), or uniformly in
co-moving volume with a cut-off at 5 Gpc (co-moving, redshift z ≈ 1.8).
Deviations from the analytic curve are expected as those do not account for
horizons or SNR variations due to source and detector orientation.
This information is used to search through the data taken by the detec-
tors and find any possible gravitational wave signals contained. We know
how to simulate a GW signal, how it appears in the detector output, we have
a detection statistic (e.g. SNR), and we even know the expected distribu-
tion of SNR values. For computational efficiency search algorithms typically
use a template bank, a precomputed set of typically 105–106 simulated GW
signals constructed carefully to recover as many signals as possible, with-
out wasting computational resources. For each template in the bank the
detection statistic is computed at each point of the available data.
The detection statistic by itself is not sufficient to efficiently isolate (likely
to be) real signals. For this, we need quantify the distribution of detection
statistic values caused by noise alone, and compare it to the expected fore-
ground distribution we are able to predict, as done in Equations 1.21–1.24.
While this may be easy to accomplish for most detectors or telescopes by




















Figure 1.6: Distribution of source-observer-separations. The dashed lines
show the analytic distributions assuming no horizon. The solid lines show
the result of a simulated distribution of signals. The simulations take into
account the random orientation of source and observer, existence of hori-
zons (chosen to be at dL = 14Gpc if cosmology is ignored, and dc = 5Gpc,
z ≈ 1.8). The simulation which includes cosmological effects also includes
the changed sensitivity of the detectors to redshifted GW signals. The
light regions around indicate the estimated uncertainty of the histogram
due to Poisson uncertainty in the number of points in a given bin. The
cosmology is simulated using a flat ΛCDM model with H0 = 67.7
km
sMpc ,
ΩM = 0.307, and ΩΛ = 0.693 as given by Planck Collaboration et al. [33]
using astropy [34, 35]. Most sources are located at very large distances,
therefore their signals are very weak and difficult to observe. Nearby sources
often do not require us to consider cosmological effects, which become im-
portant once the luminosity distance reaches ≈ 1Gpc.
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simply taking data while not exposing them to the a source (as done in
Astronomy routinely through dark-frame subtraction), gravitational wave
detectors can not be shielded from gravitational radiation. Fortunately
though, gravitational wave detectors can not be shielded from gravitational
radiation, even by putting massive objects like planets between source and
observer. This means we expect the signals detected by two separate de-
tectors to be indistinguishable after taking into account wave propagation
effects such as the difference in distance to the source (at 1 kHz the wave-
length λ ≈ 300km), the difference in how the detectors are spatially oriented
relative to the source, or different detector noise spectra. Since there are
currently 3 GW observatories in operation, we exclusively search data taken
simultaneously at 2+ sites so we are able to reject signals not appearing in
all detectors.
One approach to estimating the background is use the same idea in re-
verse by sliding the data from the different sites against one-another. If the
offset is larger than the light travel time between the detectors, we can be
certain that any coincident signal must be caused by noise artefacts and
estimate the detection statistic distribution of the background. A second
advantage of the technique is that the effective amount of time available
to analyses is much larger, as the number of possible time-shifts grows lin-
early with the length of the data segment, i.e. a 10s data segment has an
effective duration of 10s × 10s2×10ms = 500s assuming 10ms light travel time
and safety factor of 2, while 100s 7→ 50, 000s. Using this technique we find
the background distribution p(ρ|BG) to roughly follow a power-law with
exponent −50: p(ρ|BG) ∝ ρ−50. These estimates should only be taken as
rough estimates though, the distribution and exponent change with noise
characteristics and detection pipelines.
Once the statistical properties of both foreground and background are
known, the ratio between foreground and background probabilities allows
us to label any event with a probability of being of astrophysical origin (as
opposed to being caused by terrestrial noise artefacts)
pastro(ρ) =
p(ρ|FG)
p(ρ|FG) + p(ρ|BG) . (1.25)
This relation ignores any pre-existing knowledge we have about the proper-
ties of astrophysical GW source population or effects such as dependencies
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of the distributions on source parameters. A more detailed discussion and
implementation of an improved model is given in Chapter 3.
The two main detection pipelines used by the LIGO and Virgo detectors
during the first two observing runs are pycbc [36], which uses the time-slide
method outlined above to characterise the background, and gstlal [37],
which uses non-coincident single-detector triggers instead.
An additional benefit of using multiple (N) GW antennas is that the
effective SNR of the observed signal is larger by a factor of
√
N since the
noise realisations are independent and will, on average, cancel. It also helps
in determining the origin of a given signal, since an individual antenna ob-
serves ≈ 50% of the sky with little ability to localise source further, while
2+ antennas can triangulate the source location by comparing arrival times
and detector sensitivity patterns [38]. As a consequence most detections
from O1 & O2 are localised to a ring on the sky due to being observed
by two detectors, while three-detector observations like GW170814 [39] are
constrained to a small circular region. These effects are especially important
as we continue to improve the sensitivity of the existing detectors, as well
as to build new ones, and are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.
1.5 Bayesian Statistics
Since the next section will discuss the detailed analysis of individual GW
signals to determine its source properties, this section will briefly introduce
Bayesian statistics [40] and why we choose to base our analysis on it.
Unsurprisingly, Bayesian statistics is centred around Bayes’ theorem
p(A|B,M) = p(B|A,M)p(A|M)
p(B|M) (1.26)
where A is the parameter we wish to infer, B is the observation or experiment
we use for our inference, and M is the model which describes how A and B
are related. The individual components are:
p(A|B,M) is the posterior probability of A given B.
p(B|A,M) is the likelihood of observing B if given A.
p(A|M) is the prior probability of A, which expresses our knowledge prior
to the experiment.
p(B|M) is the evidence or marginal likelihood.
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The posterior distribution quantifies our belief in how likely a parameter
(or set thereof) is to have some specific value, given the observational data,
model, and the knowledge we had prior to the experiment. The evidence
term is often ignored as it can be hard to compute, and is constant for any
given set of observations B. If only the posterior distribution is of interest,
the evidence is simply a normalisation constant and does not affect our infer-
ence on A. It does, however, have an important application when comparing
how well different models fit a given dataset (hence the name evidence), as it
describes how likely it is to observe the data without any assumptions on the
model parameters A (i.e. the likelihood after marginalising over A). This is
accomplished by computing the Bayes factor p(B|M1)p(B|M2) , which quantifies how
much more likely model M1 is to produce the observed data B than model
M2.
This formalism can be extended to either include a mixture of different
sub-populations, or contain a hierarchy of models. In case of a hierarchical
model, the posterior from one layer acts as the prior for the next lower layer.
A simple example involving compact binary gravitational wave sources might
be the case where, assuming all gravitational wave signals are generated by
such binary coalescences, each event has a set of true physical parameters
γ (e.g. component masses or spins) drawn randomly from a population
of sources (model M) characterised by a set of parameters θ, and whose
parameters are then estimated given the strain data ~d and some waveform
approximant (model W ):
p(θ, γ|~d,M,W ) ∝ p(θ|M1) p(γ|θ,M1) p(~d|γ,W ), (1.27)
p(θ|~d,M,W ) ∝
∫
dγ p(θ|M) p(γ|θ,M) p(~d|γ,W ), (1.28)
where we have marginalised over the event parameters γ in Equation 1.28 to
obtain the likelihood for the population parameters θ only, while the expres-
sion Equation 1.27 provides a joint posterior on θ and γ. This formalism
can easily be generalised to multiple events by either applying the model
multiple times using the posterior of the previous iteration as the new prior,
or introducing a separate γ for each event, which is simplified if those events
are mutually independent.
When the goal is to obtain estimates of the parameter for an individual
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source the likelihood is similarly
p(γ|d,M) ∝ p(d|γ,M)p(γ|M), (1.29)
with the difference that the prior is fixed for any given signal. As it is usually
possible to incorporate changes to the prior after the likelihood or posterior
distribution have been calculated, it is often useful to analyse all events
separately with some fixed and uninformative prior using Eq. 1.29, and use
those results in the hierarchical analysis to determine the population using
Eq. 1.27.
A mixture model with two mutually exclusive sub-populations M1 and
M2 is trivially derived:
p(A|B,M1 ∨M2) = p(A|B,M1)p(M1) + p(A|B,M2)p(M2), (1.30)
where Bayes’ theorem can now be applied separately on both components.
Here A is the inferred parameter, M1 and M2 are two models for how A









Note that we can not drop the evidence terms unless p(B|M1) = p(B|M2), as
this would affect the relative contributions of the two models to the posterior
probability density.
Hierarchical and mixture models can be combined arbitrarily, which can
quickly lead to complex expressions and non-trivial dependencies between
the different components.
1.6 Characterising Gravitational Wave Signals
Once time segments likely to contain astrophysical gravitational wave signals
are identified, we would like to characterise the exact nature of the source
producing any given signal, as well as the associated uncertainties. The key
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quantity for this process is the likelihood:























which is the answer to the question “how likely is the data d(t) assuming
a signal h(t, ~γ) is present” or equivalently “how likely are we to observe
the specific noise realisation n(t)”, where d(t) = h(t, ~γ) + n(t) as in Equa-
tion 1.14, and ~γ is the set of source parameters. Here we assume the data
d(t) is recorded at N discrete times ti and a constant, white, Gaussian noise
amplitude σn. For a real noise spectrum Sn(f) we shift the analysis into the





<d(t)− h(t, ~γ)|d(t)− h(t, ~γ)>
]
, (1.34)








and x̃(f) is the (complex valued) Fourier transform of x(t).
A simple but reliable estimate for the source parameters can be obtained
by finding the values of ~γ which maximise L or, equivalently, logL, i.e. the
point of the most likely noise-residual. A more detailed analysis uses the
Bayesian framework given in the previous Section 1.5 to produce a contin-
uous posterior distribution for the inferred parameters ~γ using the same
likelihood function. This allows us to quantify the uncertainties in the in-
ference and to identify other interesting features which would be overlooked
by summarising the result via a point estimate, e.g. multi-modalities or
correlations.
1.7 Exploring Parameter Space
Independent of how the posterior p(A|B,M) is derived, extracting useful
information requires us to explore its values across the space of allowed pa-
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rameters, as defined by the prior p(A|M). If A has a low dimension, this can
easily be accomplished by evaluating the posterior at all points on a regular
grid. Unfortunately the number of evaluations required grows exponentially
as the number of dimensions increases and quickly becomes infeasible. The
most commonly used alternative is to use Monte Carlo (MC) techniques [40]
to draw samples from the high-dimensional posterior, where the density of
samples is proportional to the posterior probability density. Using samples
drastically reduces the amount of evaluations and storage needed since the
samples naturally focus the used resources on the regions of high interest,
i.e. regions with high probability density. This set of samples can, in turn,
be used to compute all relevant quantities derived from the posterior dis-
tribution, and due to the central limit theorem these estimates converge to
the true value as N−
1/2 , where N is the number of statistically indepen-
dent posterior samples. It is especially simple to marginalise over unneeded
parameters, as all one need to do is remove or ignore the marginalised com-
ponents of each sample.
The two methods used in the later chapters also represent two of the
main schools of Monte Carlo sampling techniques: MCMC (Markov Chain
Monte Carlo, introduced by Metropolis et al. [42] with improvements by
Hastings [43]) and nested sampling (pioneered by Skilling [44][45]) which
has the benefit of directly providing the evidence as well as posterior sam-
ples. Within the umbrella of Monte Carlo sampling there exists a wealth
of different approaches and methods which aim to satisfy some combination
of requirements on simplicity, ease of parallelisation, speed of convergence,
and avoiding the need for tuning by humans. In the later chapters, we use
a Ensemble MCMC technique by Goodman and Weare [46], implemented
by Foreman-Mackey et al. [47], as well as the custom nested sampler in
lalinference for analysing GW strain data.
MCMC techniques generally work by distributing a number of “walk-
ers” throughout the prior volume and then have them perform a random
walk. The key ingredient is that the steps of the random walk are proposed
(through various different methods, e.g. fixed distributions or based on the
positions of other walkers) and accepted with a probability determined by
the relative probability densities. This probabilistic acceptance ensures that
the density of points accumulated throughout the random walks is, eventu-
ally, proportional to the probability density in any given region.
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In nested sampling the core idea is to have points randomly explore the
prior range, as opposed to the posterior for MCMC, until they arrive (“die”)
at a location which passes an ever increasing threshold of posterior prob-
ability density. This effectively draws shrinking contours around the most
likely regions of parameter space, and the dead points accumulated through-
out can be transformed into posterior samples, similar to those produced by
MCMC.
In practice the key difference between MCMC and nested sampling is
the fact that nested sampling directly computes the evidence (it is, in fact,
a technique for computing evidences, the posterior samples were originally
just a by-product), while MCMC techniques produce useable intermediate
results and can be run for arbitrary amounts of time to produce as many or
few samples as required.
Independent of how the posterior samples are obtained, their key defin-
ing feature is that each sample represents the same amount of posterior
probability. As the average distance between samples is smaller in regions
of high probability density, the product between probability density and
volume remains approximately constant.
In addition to being a more efficient representation of a probability den-
sity function (pdf), using samples to compute statistical properties of a
function is also computationally much cheaper. Imagine a function f from
which we have drawn N samples xi. To compute e.g. the mean of f , we can
simply compute





Similarly, performing marginalisation is trivial for a set of samples as all it
takes is to ignore the existence of (or delete) the relevant dimension of each
sample ~xi.
1.8 Selection Bias
We saw in section 1.4 that the amplitude and frequency evolution, and
therefore SNR, of the GW signal strongly depends on the source parame-
ters. A key consequence is that signals from certain parts of the parameters
space are more likely to be detectable, e.g. a signal with higher mass will
produce a higher amplitude signal according to equation 1.16, all other pa-
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rameters being equal. This introduces a bias in the observed distribution of
sources which must be taken into account when attempting to characterise
the source population. From equation 1.23 we can predict that the chirp
mass distribution of the observed population will be biased by a factor of
≈M2.5, though this ceases to hold for high mass CBC events in which the
inspiral contributes less to the total detectable signal.
In practice, the selection effects are generally treated numerically, an an-
alytic analysis becomes impractical as higher order effects and less impactful
source parameters are considered. Refinements include the frequency depen-
dence of the detector sensitivity, the inclusion of cosmological effects, and
the use of more accurate waveform models. Therefore the typical approach
to this is to inject known signals into (a copy of) the data, re-apply the
search algorithms, and cross-reference found signals with known injections.
Similarly, these effects must be taken into account when simulating the
formation and origin of GW sources. In this case, the intrinsic source pa-
rameters are provided as the output of the simulation, while most extrinsic
parameters such as the relative orientation of source and detector are the
result of a simple stochastic process. Often, the selection effects can be ap-
proximated numerically using the method described by Finn and Chernoff
[32], in which only a single detector is used. This approach is especially
applicable to observations made with the two LIGO detectors only, as they
are aligned in such a way that the sensitivity patterns nearly match. In
this case the SNR threshold, the minimum SNR above which a segment is
considered to contain a likely signal, is adjusted by a factor
√
#Detectors.
It also allows for any waveform to be re-used at arbitrary distances and an-
gles since those can easily be applied in a step separate from the (relatively)
expensive evaluation of the GW waveform approximant. This method has
been implemented by the author to be used by the COMPAS team [48, 49] to
facilitate a comparison of the simulated CBC populations to those observed
by LIGO & Virgo.
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Chapter 2
How would GW150914 look
with future gravitational
wave detector networks?
Adapted from [4] with minor changes and updates. My contribution to this
work was to a) run the simulations, b) generate plots, c) write the majority
of the paper. This paper was published in Classical and Quantum Gravity
in September 2017.
2.1 Introduction
The first gravitational wave signal GW150914, from a black hole binary
merger, was observed by the two Advanced LIGO (aLIGO, [50]) detectors
in Hanford and Livingston [1]. The masses of the two black holes were in-
ferred to be 36.2+5.2−3.8 Mand 29.1
+3.7
−4.4 Min their rest frame, forming a merger
product of mass 62.3+3.7−3.1 M [51, 52]. The sky localisation of this event was
poorly constrained as it is largely determined through triangulation using the
difference in arrival time at the active detectors, and with only two operating
aLIGO detectors the position was resolved to an annulus within a ring of
constant time delay between the two sites [51]. However the Advanced Virgo
(AdVirgo, [53]) detector has now joined the network, with KAGRA [54] and
LIGO-India [55] expected to follow over the next years [29]. This raises the
question as to how well those future networks can be expected to localize an
event like GW150914, and how well its parameters could be measured with
23
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the upcoming second generation detector networks. The subsequent detec-
tion of GW151226 and GW151012 [18, 52], as well as the 7 binary black hole
signals from the second observing run [28] provide evidence for a population
of massive black hole binaries, which are likely to produce multiple further
detections in the future [56, 52].
Projections for future sensitivity improvements and network configura-
tions are given in [29], which also studies the sky location performance.
However this study, in common with the majority of previous works [57,
58, 59, 60, 61], considers only the binary neutron star case. Expectations
for localisation of generic systems were given in [38, 62] using geometric
arguments, which are a useful guide for qualitative interpretation of actual
simulations in the 3+ detector case. However, [63, 57] indicate quantitative
differences between such arguments and full Bayesian parameter estimation
results, and qualitative differences in the two-detector network from the
availability of amplitude measurements. [64] studied the parameter estima-
tion expectations for generic systems from a heavy BBH population, while
focusing mainly on mass and spin measurements. Most of the results are ob-
tained using a network of one AdVirgo and two aLIGO detectors, although
the five-detector network including LIGO-India and KAGRA was consid-
ered in an appendix but without comparing identical events. [65] studied
sky localisation for short transient signals, using generic burst algorithms,
however these can be systematically different from sky localisation which
uses a compact binary signal model [66].
In this work we address the question of localisation and parameter esti-
mation for massive BH binaries from a different angle. Using GW150914 as
a template, we perform a set of simulations based on an evolving network
configuration, keeping the injected signals the same. This allows us to study
the improvements in parameter estimation and localisation systematically,
using the Hanford-Livingston (HL) network as a reference, and studying the
separate improvements produced by the expansion of the detector network
and the general increase in sensitivity of these detectors.
We considered a variety of network configurations of gravitational wave
detectors, based on the projections in [29]. We start with the O1 sensitivity
of the aLIGO Hanford and Livingston detectors as a comparison point [25],
then add the Virgo detector with an initial noise curve as projected in [29].
We compare this configuration to the network of Hanford, Livingston and
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Virgo (HLV) at design sensitivity [50, 53], and with a network expanded
to include LIGO India [55], KAGRA [54] and both. Over the lifetime of
the second generation instruments we expect the performance of the global
network to improve parameter estimation in three important ways. The
expansion of the global detector network should give better sky resolution
and ability to better measure the signal polarisation (the Hanford and Liv-
ingston detectors are nearly co-aligned); the improvements at low frequency
will increase the observable duration of the signals and lead to more cy-
cles of the inspiral part of the waveform being observable; and finally the
overall decrease in noise levels will greatly increase the signal-to-noise ratio
of the source. We investigate the effect of these improvements on sky lo-
calisation, mass measurement, and distance and inclination accuracy for a
GW150914-like system.
2.2 Method
To compare the different network configurations we use a set of sixteen sim-
ulated signals and perform the full parameter estimation for each network
set-up and each signal. We used the reduced order model of the SEOB-
NRv2 waveform [67, 68], which includes aligned spins on both component
bodies, for both simulation and recovery of the source parameters. The sig-
nal parameters were chosen to lie within the posterior distribution for the
GW150914 event, so our simulations will appear to have the same relative
amplitude in each detector as GW150914 did. This allowed us to easily
verify that the results appeared similar to GW150914 when using the O1
(2015-2016) HL detector network.
We use a set of different network configurations which are designated
by an identifier with three parts: The detector network, lower cut-off fre-
quency, and noise spectrum. The detector network setup is a combination of
aLIGO Hanford (H), aLIGO Livingston (L), AdVirgo (V), LIGO-India (I),
and KAGRA (J). The noise spectrum is labeled as either “Early” , which
indicates empirical ER8b/O1 (The first observing run of aLIGO and the
eighth engineering run immediately preceding it, i.e. September 2015; PSD
estimated from data taken shortly before the arrival of GW150914) spectra
for H and L, and the projected early low curve for Virgo [29], or “Design”
for the expected sensitivities at final design specification [29, 54]. The lower
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Figure 2.1: The amplitude spectral densities for the different sensitivities.
The jagged curves for the ER8b/O1 curves are the median time averaged
noise around GW150914 [69]. All other curves are projected sensitivi-
ties [29].
cut-off frequency is either 10 Hz or 30 Hz as little signal power is accumu-
lated below 30Hz for the low sensitivity cases. For all sensitivities the noise
levels below 10 Hz rise very sharply, as can be observed in Figure 2.1. We
selected twelve combinations of these which are shown in Table 2.1.
We neglected 10 Hz runs for early networks as they would yield little
benefits due to the high noise levels at low frequency. KAGRA and LIGO
India are still in construction phase and cannot be expected to start observ-
ing for some years, therefore the HLV detectors form the basis of the runs at
design sensitivity. As LIGO India is still under construction we assume the
arms to be aligned to North and East. Two 2-detector runs are included to
represent the minimal possible configuration and to give results comparable
to GW150914 [51].
The amplitude spectral densities for all sensitivity curves are given in
figure 2.1. The prior range of the component masses of the binary is 10−
80 M so that it is wide enough to contain all possible simulations drawn
from the GW150914 posterior and the posterior of those systems. Similarly,
we chose to set the segment length to 8 s for 30 Hz runs and 160 s for
the 10 Hz runs, based on the time spent in the analysed frequency band
combined with a safety margin. We chose a zero noise realization to avoid
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noise perturbations affecting the comparisons. We assume perfect phase
and amplitude calibration, although we consider the effect of an uncertainty
on calibration of 10% in amplitude and 10◦ in phase in the appendix. All
parameter estimation was performed using LALInference [41] in its nested
sampling mode.
2.3 Results
Individual parameters are characterized by different features of the wave-
form, and therefore affected differently by the improvements in noise levels
or network extensions. This reflects the distinction between intrinsic pa-
rameters, which are properties of the source itself, and extrinsic parameters,
which are related to the relative positions and orientations of the source and
the detectors. For this reason we present the results for different param-
eters in their individual sections, which also include the discussion of the
results, and their comparison to the expected scaling relations. Table 2.1
contains an overview of the results for all discussed parameters with each
run averaged over all simulations.
The quantities used to measure the precision of the parameter estimation
are the sizes of the 90% credible interval or area for the chirp mass, distance,
and sky area, and the value from the maximum likelihood sample for the
signal-to-noise ratio.
2.3.1 Signal to Noise Ratio
We use the optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a metric for comparing
the strength of a signal against the background, which we define as
√
〈h|h〉,
where 〈·|·〉 is the noise-weighted inner product as defined in Equation 1.35.
In practice the integral covers a finite range [fmin, fmax], where fmin is the
low frequency cut-off, which is chosen according to the noise properties so
that the signal does not accumulate significant SNR below that value. fmax
is chosen to be above the highest frequency contribution in the signal. This
relation shows that both lowering the cut-off frequency fmin and decreasing
the noise S(f) improve the SNR by either increasing the interval over which
the SNR can be accumulated, or increasing the integrand itself. The amount
to which these increase the value depends on the noise spectrum in the region
of interest. Observing a signal in N detectors is expected to increase the
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SNR Area [deg2] ∆M [M] ∆D [Mpc] ∆θJN [rad]
at Lmax 90% C.A. 90% C.I. 90% C.I. 90% C.I.
GW150914 (final) [52] 23.7 230 3.9 340 —
Early HL 30 26.7± 1.6 183± 34 5.0± 0.5 306± 30 —
Early HLV 30 27.6± 1.7 8.4± 5.06 4.9± 0.5 237± 48 —
Design HL 10 75.9± 4.8 31± 7 0.24± 0.03 215± 39 —
Design HL 30 72.5± 4.7 34± 8 2.1± 0.4 218± 38 —
Design HLV 10 86.9± 7.2 0.57± 0.20 0.23± 0.03 179± 42 0.85± 0.15
Design HLV 30 84.1± 7.5 0.54± 0.18 1.8± 0.4 179± 42 0.86± 0.15
Design HLVI 10 99.9± 15.6 0.21± 0.15 0.20± 0.03 140± 56 0.65± 0.19
Design HLVI 30 96.4± 15.3 0.19± 0.15 1.6± 0.4 140± 55 0.65± 0.20
Design HLVJ 10 108± 14 0.14± 0.10 0.21± 0.03 95± 53 0.46± 0.26
Design HLVJ 30 107± 14 0.13± 0.10 1.5± 0.3 98± 51 0.46± 0.25
Design HLVIJ 10 119± 20 0.11± 0.08 0.19± 0.03 90± 54 0.44± 0.25
Design HLVIJ 30 116± 20 0.10± 0.08 1.4± 0.3 92± 53 0.44± 0.26
Table 2.1: This table contains the means of the corresponding values over
all simulations with the standard deviation across the 16 values. The 90%
credible areas were computed using the Skyarea Python module [70]. The
SNR values are taken from the maximum likelihood sample of each posterior
distribution. For chirp mass, distance and inclination we give the sizes of
the 90% credible intervals ∆M, ∆D and ∆θJN respectively. M is defined
in the detector frame. We omit the inclination angle values for the early
networks and the 2-detector configurations, since the bi-modal posteriors
are not well described by the 90% credible interval (see fig 2.5). GW150914
is included for comparison but needs to be used with care as those results
assume a waveform low-frequency cut-off of 20 Hz, and allow a calibration
uncertainty of 4.8% and 8.2% in amplitude and 3.2◦ and 4.2◦ in phase for
Hanford and Livingston respectively [52].
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SNR by a factor of
√
N relative to using a single detector only, and not
taking sensitivity patterns into account, since SNR adds in quadrature for
independent measurements.
Figure 2.1 shows that the noise levels start to rise quickly for frequencies
lower than ≈50 Hz for all sensitivities. This explains why we see only minor
differences in the SNR between 10 Hz and 30 Hz runs, which increases by a
factor of only 1.01−1.05. When increasing the detector sensitivity to the full
design sensitivity however the SNR increases by a factor of ≈2.7−3.0. The
gains from adding Virgo to the network in the low sensitivity case are minor,
with a factor of 1.03. This is, again, expected as the early low AdVirgo
sensitivity is significantly less than that of the aLIGO detectors so it does
not contribute much to the SNR. In the high sensitivity case the difference
is noticeable with Virgo increasing the SNR by a factor of ≈ 1.2, bringing
the total to ≈ 84 for the whole network. The fourth detector increases the
combined SNR by a factor of ≈ 1.2 for LIGO India and ≈ 1.3 for KAGRA
which suggests that KAGRA was in a more advantageous position for this
event. Adding both LIGO India and KAGRA to the 3 detector setups brings
the total SNR to ≈116, which is ≈1.4 times higher than the three detector
value. The gains are roughly compatible with the expected values derived
above, though we would not expect an exact match as the argument neglects
differences in noise spectra and the impact of the antenna patterns for the
different detectors. The measured SNRs for one simulation are shown in
figure 2.2.
2.3.2 Sky localisation
The sky localisation is mainly determined by the timing measurements be-
tween the individual detectors [38, 29]. This means that there are two
components to the measurement: the layout and synchronization of the
detectors, and the measurement of the time delay using this external in-
formation. The layout of the detectors is important in that errors in the
time measurements can be mitigated if the light travel time between the
detectors is maximized, as this reduces the relative impact of a fixed timing
error. The timing accuracy is inversely proportional to both SNR and the
effective bandwidth [38]. For small areas we can approximate the relevant
section of the sphere as being flat, therefore the localisation is proportional
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Figure 2.2: The posterior distribution of the chirp mass and signal-to-noise
ratio for one individual signal. For the chirp mass only three runs are shown
since the only factors which affect the distribution in a noticeable way are the
switch to design sensitivity (red to solid blue), and the lowering of the lower
cut-off frequency (solid blue to dashed blue). The main change in the signal-
to-noise ratio is caused by the switch to design sensitivity detectors, although
additional detectors and a lower cut-off do have a noticeable impact.
to the square of the timing error, so we get:
σarea ∝ σRAσDec ∝ SNR−2 (2.1)
Even assuming perfect measurements, the nature of triangulation limits our
ability to localize the source. Using only triangulation, with two detectors
the source can be constrained to a circle, with three detectors to two points,
and only the fourth detector allows us to narrow to location down to a sin-
gle point. As the measurements are not perfect we do, however, still expect
improvements from additional detectors beyond the fourth. Due to the fact
that adding detectors does not only provide additional baselines for triangu-
lation but also increases the SNR (see section 2.3.1), we expect massive im-
provements in the sky localisation when detectors are added to the network.
These gains should be the highest for the third detectors as it reduces the
annulus to two single points, and to a lesser degree from the fourth detector
which breaks the last degeneracy stemming from the symmetry under re-
flections on the plane of three detectors. Another advantage of an expanded
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Figure 2.3: The 90% credible areas of one individual signal, over the av-
erage sensitivity patterns of the Hanford and Livingston detectors added
in quadrature. The two yellow areas mark the locations with the highest
antenna response while signals from sources located in the dark blue regions
are strongly suppressed. The two large contours (blue and red) show the
localisation with only two detectors, where the 10Hz design sensitivity run
was skipped since it is indistinguishable from the 30Hz run. The smallest,
black contour represents the ER8b/O1 configuration combined with the Ad-
Virgo at its early low sensitivity. All 3+ detector runs at design sensitivity
produce areas smaller than the marker for the true position. Figure 2.4
shows the central region magnified so those details become visible.
detector network is rooted in the non-uniform antenna pattern of gravita-
tional wave detectors which is shown in figure 2.3. This causes detectors to
have “blind spots” with low sensitivity, which can be compensated for by
carefully choosing the position and orientation of other detectors. This helps
to provide uniform sensitivity across the sky, and could increase the chances
of making prompt electromagnetic follow-up observations of sources [71].
In addition to the timing triangulation, the relative amplitudes of the
source in each detector, as determined by the angle-dependent antenna re-
sponse functions, provides additional information about the position of the
source which is naturally incorporated in our coherent analysis. This can
break the ring-like or bimodal degeneracy in the two or three detector cases.




























Figure 2.4: The magnification of the region surrounding the true position.
While figure 2.3 shows the large scale localisation, this plot illustrates the
differences between 3, 4, and 5-detector set-ups, which continuously shrink
the area while remaining centred on the true location. Noteworthy is also
that even at low sensitivity AdVirgo is able to shrink the area massively
and collapse the annulus into a region with the diameter comparable to the
width of the 2-detector ring. The increased sensitivity has a greater impact
in the 3-detector set-up as the improvements in AdVirgo are much larger.
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Figure 2.5: The posterior distributions of the luminosity distance to the
source and the inclination angle, for one simulated signal. The distance
measurement covers a wide range of values, as the distance prior is uniform
in volume and the distance is not very well measured and degenerate with
other extrinsic parameters. The inclination angle is only weakly constrained
at current sensitivities or with only two detectors. While the degeneracy be-
tween face-on and -off orientations can be broken with a third detector at
higher sensitivities, the width of the peak decreases only from ≈ π/4 to
≈ π/7. Qualitative differences with the posterior peaking close to the max-
imum appear only only once a fourth detector in an advantageous location
is added.
We observe that adding AdVirgo to the two aLIGO detectors improves
the localisation by factors of ≈22 and ≈64 for ER8b/O1 and design sensi-
tivities respectively. Adding a fourth detector decreased the area by a factor
of ≈ 2.8 when adding LIGO India or by ≈ 4.0 in the case of KAGRA over
the HLV setup. The difference between these two possible 4 detector config-
urations is due to differences in sensitivity, as well as the antenna pattern.
The full 5-detector configuration yields an area of ≈ 0.1 deg2 on average,
which is smaller than the 3-detector result by a factor of ≈ 5.3. The areas
range from tenths to hundreds of square degrees and are given in Table 2.1.
Unexpectedly, for the 3+ detector networks lowering the cut-off fre-
quency did not improve the measurement but worsened it, increasing the
area by factors of 1.06 − 1.10. This is due to the exclusion of low dis-
tances, which shifts the posterior into a region where the sky localisation
is less precise. This is shown in figure 2.6 for the right ascension, though
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Figure 2.6: The combined posterior distribution of the right ascension and
luminosity distance shows that constraining the distance to higher values
increases the average width of RA posterior distribution. This behaviour is
identical for the declination and thereby causes the localisation to worsen
as low distance regions are excluded. The three different lines in either
solid-blue or dashed-red show the 50%, 68%, and 90% percentiles.
the declination behaves identically. The distance shifts towards higher val-
ues instead of only narrowing as the distance prior is uniform in volume,
therefore tighter constraints on the distance have a larger effect in the low
distance region. In case of the 2-detector set-up we observe an improvement
by a factor of 1.08.
The differences are illustrated by figure 2.3 for the large scale improve-
ments, and figure 2.4 for the 3+ detector set-ups. Figure 2.3 additionally
shows the sensitivity pattern of the combined H and L detectors at the time
of detection.
2.3.3 Chirp Mass
The chirp mass, defined asM = (m1m2)3/5(m1 +m2)−1/5 is the most impor-
tant quantity in determining the frequency evolution for a gravitational wave
from compact binaries. AccordinglyM can be measured precisely from the
phase evolution of the waveform [26], in contrast to extrinsic parameters such
as the distance, which are measured from the signal amplitude as measured
in multiple detectors. Since the phase evolution is nearly identical in all de-
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tectors, if each detector were equally sensitive the measurement error would
be expected to scale as 1√
N
with N being the number of detectors [26]. More
generally, the measurement of the chirp mass improves due to the signal-to-
noise ratio according to the following relation for post-Newtonian inspiral
signals
∆(ln M) ∝ SNR−1M5/3 (2.2)
[26]. We therefore expect the improved sensitivity to be helpful since it
reduces the relative obfuscation of the waveform due to noise, increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally, the sensitivity improvement at low
frequencies, allowing for a reduced lower frequency limit for the observed
signal, is expected to be beneficial as it enables us to detect additional
cycles of the inspiral which contain information about the chirp mass.
The results for the full set of networks considered are shown in Table 2.1.
We report the detector-frame chirp mass measurements, which are affected
by the red-shift of the source, but are the most easily comparable when
looking at multiple systems which appear similar to the detectors. We find
that with the ER8/O1 HL sensitivity the 90% credible interval in M was a
mean of 5.0 M, which is slightly higher than the range of 3.9 M reported
in [52] for GW150914 using the SEOBNRv2 model, although this can be
partly attributed to our use of fmin = 30 Hz as opposed to 20 Hz.
When adding detectors we see minor gains, improving the chirp mass
estimate by factors of ≈ 1.02 and ≈ 1.04 − 1.15 per detector added, for
Early and Design sensitivity runs respectively. We attribute this to the
relative sensitivity of the aLIGO and AdVirgo instruments, such that the
SNR increases less than the
√
N formula implies. Improving the sensitivity
proves much more rewarding, yielding an improvement factor of ≈2.4− 2.7
when using the HL or HLV set-up at 30 Hz. The gains with a lowered
frequency cut-off are even higher, improving the measurements by factor of
≈ 7.3−8.7. Figure 2.2 shows a representative for each of the three distinct
groups with nearly identical distributions. These groups are composed of the
high cut-off, low sensitivity runs in the very wide case, the design sensitivity
30 Hz runs for the intermediate peak, and the sharply peaked results from
the two 10 Hz runs.
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2.3.4 Distance and Inclination
The inclination angle is the angle between the line of sight between the source
and the observer ~N , and the vector of the orbital angular momentum ~L,
which is aligned with the total angular momentum ~J in the aligned spins case
considered here. It is a parameter which is typically weakly constrained by
the gravitational wave observations, since it affects the relative amplitudes of
the + and × polarisations which are not individually resolvable by a single
interferometer. Restricting to the dominant l = m = 2 mode, the signal




(1 + cos2(θJN ))F+A(t) cos Φ(t) + cos(θJN )F×A(t) sin Φ(t), (2.3)
with θJN being the inclination angle, A(t), Φ(t) the amplitude and phase of
the gravitational wave, and F+, F× the detector response functions for the +
and × polarisations, which depend on the relative position and polarisation
of the source (see Fig. 2.3). As the two aLIGO detectors are nearly co-aligned
they cannot on their own resolve both polarisations very well, leading to a
degeneracy between left and right elliptically polarised waves, i.e. under
the transformation θJN 7→ π − θJN . As the amplitude A(t) is inversely
proportional to the luminosity distance between source and observer, there
is a further relationship between the inclination angle and the distance which
allows edge-on nearby sources to appear similar to distance face-on (or face-
off) sources. Together, these degeneracies produce the characteristic V-
shaped posterior distributions as shown in e.g. Fig. 2 of [51], and the bimodal
θJN marginal distributions shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.5 for the HL
networks and for the Early HLV network.
While the inclination angle itself has little physical importance, the dis-
tance is important not only for the 3D source localisation, but also for
the measurement of the masses in the source frame which needs to take
the cosmological red-shift into account. This effect is already significant
for GW150914 with a red-shift of only ≈ 0.1 and will only become more
important for future detector networks, and especially third generation net-
works [73, 74] as higher sensitivities greatly increase the number of observ-
able sources at high distances.
Figure 2.5 shows the posterior distribution for these two related param-
eters, with numeric values available in Table 2.1. The main feature is that
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both parameters are only weakly constrained for all network configurations.
We found that not only is the two-detector early HL network unable to break
the degeneracy between θJN and π − θJN , but the Early AdVirgo detector
was not sensitive enough in comparison to Early aLIGO to do this either.
At design sensitivity most but not all of the signals were isolated to one
of the θJN modes. As soon as 3+ design sensitivity detectors are available
the degeneracy was broken. The main difference aside from the degeneracy
breaking we observe a qualitative change with the addition of KAGRA. This
improves the width of the 90% credible interval by a factor of ≈1.5−1.8 and
shifts the peak to the true value. This behaviour is only observed without
calibration uncertainty and discussed further in the appendix.
As there is an inverse relationship between distance and the signal ampli-
tude, which is the quantity that is actually measured by the detectors, one
might expect the uncertainty on distance to scale as ∆D/D ∝ SNR−1, by
analogy to the Fisher matrix calculations for amplitude in [26]. However due
to the correlations, the improved and extended detector network has a far
lower effect on this set of parameters as compared to mass parameters. The
size of the 90% credible intervals for distance and inclination respectively
decrease from ≈306 Mpc and ≈π/4 for the ER8/O1 2-detector network to
≈90 Mpc and ≈π/7 for the complete design sensitivity network.
In a fashion similar to the slight worsening of the sky localisation, the
size of the 90% credible distance interval does not always decrease when
switching to a 10 Hz lower frequency cut-off. This is also caused by the small
shift to higher distances, although the relative errors do decrease slightly as
expected.
2.4 Effect of Calibration Uncertainty
In addition to the main network properties investigated above we replicated
the analysis with a calibration uncertainty of 10% in amplitude, and 10◦ in
phase, using the same interpolating spline model [75] as used in [51], which is
a conservative estimate of the uncertainty that may be expected for on-line
calibration (and therefore relevant for initial parameter estimates) [76]. At
10 Hz we used only the HL and HLVI configurations due to large parameter
spaces and consequent resource consumption.
The most significant differences appear in the extrinsic parameters. The
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sky localization worsens by a factor of 2.6 − 3.3 for the early networks,
and 7.5 − 10 at design sensitivity. For distance and inclination angle the
calibration improves the constraints by factors of 1.2 − 1.4 for the HLVI
configuration and 1.6 to 1.8 for networks including KAGRA. The observation
of a sharp peak around the true value of both inclination and distance is a
feature that starts to appear for 4+ detector design sensitivity networks. It
is absent when using the 10%/10◦ calibration uncertainty. The chirp mass
measurement is affected to a much smaller degree. It worsens by factors of
1.1 for early networks and 1.2 − 1.4 at design sensitivity. The changes to
signal-to-noise ratio are on a level below 1%.
SNR Area [deg2] ∆M [M] ∆D [Mpc] ∆θJN [rad]
at Lmax 90% C.A. 90% C.I. 90% C.I. 90% C.I.
GW150914 (initial) [51] 25.1 610 4.4 350 —
Early HL 30 26.7± 1.8 599± 78 5.4± 0.4 327± 25 —
Early HLV 30 27.4± 1.7 22± 6 5.3± 0.4 256± 48 —
Design HL 10 75.7± 4.7 277± 33 0.33± 0.04 302± 25 —
Design HL 30 72.3± 4.6 262± 33 2.6± 0.5 295± 30 —
Design HLV 30 84.1± 7.4 5.5± 0.9 2.3± 0.4 219± 43 —
Design HLVI 10 100± 16 1.7± 0.5 0.26± 0.04 191± 38 0.87± 0.06
Design HLVI 30 96.3± 14.8 1.4± 0.6 2.0± 0.4 192± 35 0.88± 0.05
Design HLVJ 30 107± 14 1.2± 0.5 2.0± 0.4 167± 43 0.76± 0.18
Design HLVIJ 30 116± 20 0.85± 0.27 1.8± 0.4 163± 43 0.74± 0.19
Table 2.2: This table is structurally identical to Table 2.1 while presenting
the results of the analysis using a calibration uncertainty of 10% in ampli-
tude and 10◦ in phase. It contains the means of the corresponding values
over all signals with the standard deviation across the 16 values. The 90%
credible areas were computed using the skyarea Python module [70]. The
SNR values are taken from the maximum likelihood sample of each poste-
rior distribution. The values given for the chirp mass M and distance are
the sizes of the 90% credible interval. M is defined in the detector frame.
We omit the inclination angle values for the two and three detector config-
urations, since the bi-modal posteriors are not well described by the 90%
credible interval (see fig 2.5). In the first row we include the first GW150914
results, reported in [51], which includes comparable calibration uncertainty
of 10% in amplitude and 10◦ in phase for both Hanford and Livingston.
Note that this is different from the GW150914 (final) in Table 2.1.
Numeric values for all runs including calibration uncertainty are given in
Table 2.2. We observe that, while the improvement of individual detectors
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and expansion of the network are important, improving the calibration is
essential to obtaining the best possible results from the available detectors.
2.5 Conclusion
Although based around the GW150914 system, the results presented here
give a good indication of the qualitative behaviour of parameter estimation
for binary black hole systems as the global network of gravitational wave
detectors continues to expand and improve in sensitivity. A less extensive
subsequent analysis found that using the same procedure on GW151226
produces comparable results where expected. There are minor differences
caused by the lower mass which gives more importance to the inspiral over
the merger and ring-down, as noted in [52]. A large difference was observed
in the ratios of sky areas caused by the initially poor localisation of the early
HL network.
While the observed improvements in chirp mass were comparable to the
predictions from Fisher matrix calculations, they tend to under-perform
slightly. This is expected since the detectors are not identical and the noise
curves differ, especially at the low frequency end which is relevant for the
chirp mass measurement. For distance and inclination, the behaviour is
poorer due to the correlation and degeneracy between parameters, and we
confirm that the naive scaling relationship based on the Fisher matrix does
not hold, even for signal-to-noise ratios of 26 and above. Instead, the greatest
effect comes from the expansion of the network and elimination of a large
region of the sky, and the relative geometry of source and detectors. In
general we expect the breaking of degeneracies to play an important role, but
one that can vary significantly between different sky positions, as the relative
detector responses change the amplitude of the signal in each detector.
With the combined improvements in sky localisation and distance mea-
surement the volume to which future coalescence events will be constrained
can be expected to decrease substantially as detectors are added and im-
proved. As soon as a third detector joins the network the area which needs
to be covered by EM observers decreases by factors of 20-60 which will allow
for a more complete coverage and greater depth to increase the chance of
observing potential counterparts, or the (statistical) identification of a host
galaxy [77, 78, 79]. In fact, there has been a three-detector BBH detec-
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tion since this work has originally been completed, GW170814 [39], which
yielded a 90% confidence area of ≈ 60deg2 at a distance of 540+130−210Mpc and
a SNR of 18, which is slightly less well localised than we expected based
on our simulations in the chapter. Such differences are to be expected as
source properties and sky location differ between the two events. Break-
ing the distance-inclination degeneracy will also aid the ability to perform
cosmology with gravitational wave sources [80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. A com-
parison between the precise and imprecise calibration results in Tables 2.1
and 2.2 also show the importance of precise calibration in estimation of the
distance, even with a global network of four or more detectors. For more
detailed knowledge about the intrinsic properties of the sources themselves,
the main driver is the improvement of the sensitivity. In case of the chirp
mass the most important region is at low frequency where a factor of 3 in
the cut-off can tighten the constraints by an order of magnitude.
In summary, although the field of gravitational wave astronomy as a true
observational science has only just begun, the currently planned upgrades
and expansions of the global network of detectors offer good observational
prospects for heavy stellar mass binary black holes such as GW150914. Our
work highlights the differing roles of (low-frequency) sensitivity and network
geometry in aspects of constraining the source properties, indicating that a
global network of comparable detectors will be necessary to achieve the best
results for both mass estimates and source localisation.
Chapter 3
Digging the population of
compact binary mergers out
of the noise.
Adapted from [5] with minor changes. My contribution to this work was to
a) derive the model, b) run the simulations, c) produce most of the plots and
text. This paper was published in Mon. Notices Royal Astron. Soc. in April
2019.
3.1 Introduction
Since the first detection of gravitational waves in 2015 [1], the Advanced
LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors have observed the coalescence of mul-
tiple compact binary systems, and have begun to reveal the population of
coalescing compact objects [85]. This population is enabling studies in fields
from probing alternative theories of gravity to constraining models of stellar
evolution. These tend to be interested either in individual, preferably loud,
signals, or in the population of sources as a whole. The latter type of pop-
ulation analysis tries to estimate the parameters governing the distribution
of sources in the Universe; their masses and spins, and the value of the as-
trophysical merger rate [56] are of particular interest. As the sensitivity of
detectors improves over the coming years, the detected number of sources is
expected to grow at an accelerated pace, rapidly increasing the amount of
information available for population studies [29].
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When undertaking population analyses, one has to consider that real
detectors may produce noise transients which cannot in all cases be dis-
tinguished from astrophysical GW sources. To avoid population inferences
being biased by noise events one might consider only events with a much
higher probability to be of astrophysical origin than to be caused by noise
artefacts. In templated searches for compact binaries, the relative proba-
bility of astrophysical vs. noise origin for a candidate event is a function of
a detection statistic calculated for each event by a search analysis pipeline
(see e.g. Abbott et al. [18], Usman et al. [86], Cannon et al. [87], Can-
non et al. [88], Messick et al. [89], Nitz et al. [90]). Typically a candidate
event is generated as a local maximum in matched filter signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) above a search threshold; the detection statistic value then incorpo-
rates the matched filter SNR, as well as other goodness-of-fit tests to reject
non-Gaussian instrumental noise transients [91, 92].
At low SNR, the population of events is dominated by the noise ‘back-
ground’, whereas at high SNR (or in general for events assigned high statistic
values) the astrophysical ‘foreground’ dominates.1 To limit possible pollu-
tion of the sample used for population inference, one may place a minimum
threshold on the detection statistic; any event above threshold is then as-
sumed to be astrophysical, whereas all other events are discarded as potential
noise transients. Note that the choice of threshold value requires an empiri-
cal estimate of the rate and distribution of background events [93], since the
rate, strength and morphologies of detector noise artefacts are not known a
priori [94].
A simple strategy of thresholding is sub-optimal for two reasons. First,
discarding events below the threshold will almost certainly discard informa-
tion from some number of quiet but still identifiable signals [95]; second,
there is still a finite chance that the resulting ‘signal’ set is nevertheless
contaminated by noise, leading to potentially biased inferences. The choice
of SNR threshold requires a trade-off between these two considerations and
depends on the intended use. One also has to take into consideration any
bias in the observed population produced by the effect of source parameters
on the loudness of a signal, and thus its chance of exceeding a SNR thresh-
old [96]; we expect potentially major observation selection effects for binary
1We will loosely refer to the detection statistic as ‘SNR’ when discussing the distinction
between instrumental noise events and astrophysical events.
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mass(es) [97] and component spins [98].
Here, we propose a method which alleviates the issues associated with
simple thresholding by applying a hierarchical mixture model under which
each event is considered to originate from either a foreground (astrophysi-
cal) or a background (noise) population. For each event, the probability of
either case naturally defines a weight for its contribution to inferences on
population parameters.
This method combines the processes of estimating the expected number
of events in either class [99] (the number of foreground events being a proxy
for the astrophysical merger rate density) and estimating parameters of the
underlying populations, which have previously been performed separately.
It avoids being biased through the inclusion of background events, while
being able to make use of events with a non-negligible probability of noise
origin, which would be discarded by thresholding. In theory this method
allows the SNR threshold to be reduced to an arbitrarily low value, though
in practice we are still limited by the computational resources required to
extract the source parameters from each event under consideration.2
Our method is applicable to any hierarchical model of a source popula-
tion, examples of which have been explored in the literature. This includes
analyses which combine information from multiple events to infer a param-
eter common to all, such as deviations from general relativity [101] or a
parameterised neutron star equation of state [102]. The use of a mixture
model with astrophysical and noise populations is particularly useful when
the model of interest has a strong effect on the detectability of sources, i.e.
the detected events are unrepresentative of the underlying population. A
good example is the mass distribution of sources, which we consider below.
For a compact binary in its inspiral phase, the frequency-domain am-
plitude of the gravitational wave in the stationary phase approximation is
proportional to M5/6, where M = (m1m2)3/5(m1 + m2)−1/5 is the chirp
mass of the signal [26]. Since the gravitational-wave detectors are sensitive
to the signal amplitude, more massive sources will produce a larger SNR for
a fixed position relative to the detectors. For a search which counts signals
above a particular threshold, more massive signals will be over-represented in
2An analysis that effectively removes all SNR thresholds, applying Bayesian analysis
to the entirety of the gravitational-wave data set rather than restricting to data close to
events triggered on SNR maxima, is proposed in [100]; its application appears at present
to be still more limited by computational cost.
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the selected events by a factor ≈M5/2, neglecting cosmological red-shifting
of the source and assuming a constant source rate per unit volume at all
distances.
Messenger and Veitch [103] considered the problem of selection effects
in mass distribution inference by dividing the observing time into discrete
chunks, which each contain zero or one sources, and computing population
likelihoods while accounting for false alarms and false dismissals from an
idealised noise distribution. Farr et al. [99] derived an equivalent formalism
for rate inference that allows a population shape function to be estimated
alongside. Our derivation in Section 3.2 follows similar lines.
The selection function for masses was important in estimating the astro-
physical event rates in the first Advanced LIGO observing run (O1), which
inferred rates using a mixture model, for fixed choices of population shape
(i.e. mass distribution) [56, 104]. A separate analysis also estimated the
slope of a power law model of the mass distribution function considering the
detected events, described in [85] (and updated in [39]).
The selection function in the form of a sensitivity-weighted measure of
the space-time volume V T surveyed for signals above a certain SNR thresh-
old is also important when considering searches which do not make a clear
detection. There, the loudest background event, or a nominal detection
threshold, is used to set an upper limit on the astrophysical rate of a fiducial
source population, for example limits on the rate of mergers of binary neu-
tron stars and neutron star–black hole binaries in O1 [105]. The sensitive-
volume approach has been in use since the initial detector era [106, 107],
and continues to be refined to incorporate mass- and spin-dependent selec-
tion effects [108, 109, 98] and cosmological effects, as well as to improve the
accuracy of measurement [97].
As the number of detections increases, determination of the population
of coalescing compact binaries is expected to provide insight into the as-
trophysics of black hole and neutron star binary formation [110, 111, 112].
Population synthesis models can describe the masses and spins of coalescing
compact binaries under a variety of formation scenarios (see e.g. Belczynski
et al. [113], Belczynski et al. [114, 115], Spera et al. [116]). Comparison
of these predictions to the observed distribution can be used to constrain
the uncertainties in parametrised models of source populations [117, 118].
This has motivated the development of methods to determine the mass-
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dependent coalescence rate in the absence of false alarms, using both spe-
cific parameterised models [119, 120, 121, 122] and non-parametric meth-
ods [123]. The alignment of black hole spins is expected to be a key distin-
guishing feature between binaries formed in the field or through dynamical
interactions (see e.g. O’Shaughnessy et al. [124], Mandel and O’Shaughnessy
[125], Gerosa et al. [126], Stevenson et al. [127], Farr et al. [128], Stevenson
et al. [129], Gerosa and Berti [130], Fishbach et al. [131], Talbot and Thrane
[132], Vitale et al. [133]), which also requires an understanding of the spin
selection function [108, 109, 98, 134]. This is caused by the ‘orbital hang-
up’ effect [135], where binaries with component spins aligned with the total
orbital angular momentum tend to inspiral (i.e. reduce orbital radius) more
slowly than those with anti-aligned spins. This leads to an increase in the ra-
diation emitted at specific frequencies in the sensitive band of ground-based
detectors, thus increasing the detectability of these sources.
The work presented here is complementary to these studies, as it aims
to incorporate an astrophysical distribution model as part of a mixture with
a noise component. As the observed population is limited by the sensitivity
of Advanced ground-based detectors, the population of candidate sources at
the greatest distances (lowest detection significance) will be contaminated
with background events. We expect our method, using information from
such sources, to improve both the precision and accuracy of merger rate
and population parameter estimates; though as we will see, the degree of
improvement depends on how easily the foreground and background popu-
lations can be separated by existing analyses.
We start by defining our notation and deriving the general form of the
model in section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes its application to a toy model of
mass distribution inference in the presence of noise, and shows its application
to a range of simple analytic population models. In section 3.5 we consider a
more realistic simulated data set derived from an engineering run prior to the
start of Advanced LIGO observations in 2015. We conclude in section 3.6.
3.2 Derivation of the generic model
We consider a mixture of two populations, the astrophysical ‘foreground’ and
terrestrial noise ‘background’: quantities defined analogously for both popu-
lations will be distinguished by the subscripts F or B respectively. Quantities
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without subscript then refer to the total population which is the union of
foreground and background.
The model is also hierarchical: each event, if assumed astrophysical,
has a set of intrinsic properties such as component masses and spins, which
we collectively denote ~γ. The distribution of these properties over each
population is assumed to have a form described by a set of hyper-parameters.
We do not have access to the ‘true’ values of properties for each event, only to
a set of samples from a (typically Bayesian) estimate based on data around
the event. These samples are derived under the assumption that the event is
astrophysical, thus events that are in fact background will also be assigned
parameter estimates.3
We then define the core quantities used in the following derivation as
• ρi, {ρ} : ranking statistic for one, resp. for all events in a given data
set.
• Nobs, NF,obs, NB,obs : observed number of events above a threshold
ρi > ρthr
• Nexp, NF,exp, NB,exp : expected number of events with ρi > ρthr, when
modelling these as a Poisson process
• θF, θB : hyper-parameters which describe the shape of the foreground
and background populations
• ηi, {η} : indicator variable showing whether any given event, resp.
all events, belong(s) to the astrophysical (η = F ) or to the noise
population (η = B)
• ~γi, {~γ} : vector of samples representing the parameter estimates
(masses, spins, etc.) of one, resp. all events, under the assumption
that events are astrophysical.
We wish to infer the joint posterior probability distribution of rates and
population parameters for the two populations, given some events for which
{ρ} and {~γ} have been determined by the search and parameter estimation
stages of data analysis:
p(NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB|{ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs). (3.1)
3We do not, of course, know with certainty that any given event is background.
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Using Bayes’ theorem we can express the posterior distribution (3.1) in
terms of prior and likelihood functions,
p(NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB|{ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs)
=
p({ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs|NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB)p(NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB)
p({ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs)
(3.2)
We drop the normalisation constant p({ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs) and factor out the
likelihood for Nobs as being independent of the population hyper-parameters
θF and θB,
p({ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs|NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB)





p({ρ}, {~γ}|NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB), (3.3)
where we use a Poisson likelihood for Nobs with a total expected number of
eventsNexp = NF,exp+NB,exp. The second term, p({ρ}, {~γ}|NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB),
is the likelihood for the observed SNRs and parameter estimates, for the mix-
ture model. We assume each event is conditionally independent given the
population parameters, and so the joint likelihood is just the product of the
likelihood for each one,




p(ρi, ~γi|NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB). (3.4)
Now, we can split each of these into terms for the astrophysical and noise sub-
models by introducing an indicator variable ηi ∈ {F,B}, whose probability
will depend on the rate parameters NF,exp and NB,exp,
p(ρi, ~γi|NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB)
= p(ρi, ~γi|θF, ηi=F)p(ηi=F|NF,exp, NB,exp)
+ p(ρi, ~γi|θB, ηi=B)p(ηi=B|NF,exp, NB,exp)
= p(ρi, ~γi|θF, ηi=F)
NF,exp
Nexp




where the probability of each class is just the expected fraction of the total
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number. Since this is a sum of probability densities, special care must be




d~γ p(ρ,~γ|θη, ηi) = 1, (3.6)
for η = F and η = B, where ρthr is a minimum SNR value for which events are
considered, either as a result of the event generation method or as a choice
to limit computational costs. Neglecting this normalization would introduce
an artificial preference for one component over the other. An extension to
further sub-populations is simply achieved by including additional classes
with their own rate and hyper-parameters.
Recombining the pieces, we can write the desired posterior in Eq. (3.1)
as
p(NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB|{ρ}, {~γ}, Nobs)





p(ρi, ~γi|θF, ηi=F)NF,exp + p(ρi, ~γi|θB, ηi=B)NB,exp
]
. (3.7)
This expression is similar to Eq.(21) from Farr et al. [99] with an explicitly
added dependence on source parameter estimates. This implies that our
formalism reduces to the Farr et al. [99] result as used by the LIGO-Virgo
Collaboration to estimate binary black hole merger rates [85, 56], if the event
distribution over mass or similar parameters is not free to vary.
The dependence on event parameters arises through the use of samples
~γi, i = 1 . . . n, drawn from the likelihood function of the data d for a given
point in parameter space p(d|~γ). These allow us to evaluate the population
likelihood function via marginalisation over the unknown true parameters,









Samples from the likelihood therefore serve as a useful intermediate repre-
sentation of the raw interferometer data d.
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To obtain a quantity directly relevant for an astrophysical interpretation,
the expected number can be transformed into the local merger rate R using







where the integral marginalises over the space of source parameters ~γ. In
practice V (~γ) is estimated for a particular dataset by a Monte Carlo cam-
paign, adding (‘injecting’) a large number of simulated signals to the data
and counting the resulting number of events above threshold.4
An additional quantity which is not directly used in the derivation of our
model, but is important for an astrophysical interpretation, is the probability
of any given event originating from the astrophysical foreground, pastro:
p(ηi=F, NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB|ρi, ~γi)
=
p(ρi, ~γi|θF, ηi=F)NF,exp × p(NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB)




p(ηi=F, NF,exp, NB,exp, θF, θB|ρi, ~γi)
dNF,exp dNB,exp dθF dθB , (3.11)
where we marginalised over the population parameters. The integration
range for both NF,exp and NB,exp is (0,∞), while the population parameters
θF and θB are integrated over their respective domains.
3.3 Toy model
We construct a simple toy model of the Universe to test our inference frame-
work in various ways. The toy model allows us to generate a large number
of realisations from the same underlying parameters, and to be certain that
we use the correct model when analysing these realisations. For simplic-
ity we consider a static, flat, and finite universe. Events are characterised
completely by the distance r to the source and a single mass parameter m,
4If the dataset already contains a number of detectable astrophysical signals, then
the expected number of such GW events above threshold should be subtracted from the
simulated event count. Alternatively, a data set which is, to a good approximation, empty
of astrophysical signals may be used for the sensitivity estimate.
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which takes the place of the γ used in the previously derived expressions.
This mass parameter can be thought of as similar to the chirp mass. Addi-
tional effects such as inclination, spins, mass ratio, or antenna patterns are
ignored.
For our detection statistic ρ we simply use (a simplified proxy for) the





where K is an arbitrary constant which quantifies the detector sensitivity.





which is a simplification of the relation given in [26].
To apply the generic form found in Eq. (3.7) to a specific problem, we
need to evaluate the terms p(ρi, ~mi|θF, ηi=F) and p(ρi, ~mi|θB, ηi=B). This
involves finding a functional form for the selection effects. For sources dis-
tributed uniformly in our static universe we can derive the needed expression
directly by manipulating the joint distribution of masses and observed (de-
tection) SNRs ρobs. We use the SNR relation defined above in Eq. (3.12),
which defines a mass dependent lower cut-off ρcutoff(m) = K m r
−1
U to the
ρtrue possible in our toy universe with radius rU . Additionally we use the fact
that the Euclidean distances r of sources distributed uniformly in volume


















































SNR cut-off defined by a source of mass m being placed at the maximum
allowed distance rU . Thus, the SNR distribution for astrophysical sources
is p(ρ) ∝ ρ−4, and we expect the observed mass distribution to be biased
by a factor of m3. The mass and SNR components of Eq. (3.14) are gener-
ally connected via the mass dependent SNR cut-off. The term p(ρobs|ρtrue)
accounts for the shift in search SNR relative to the expected value due to
detector noise:
p(ρobs|ρtrue) = χNC(ρobs;λ = ρtrue, k = 2), (3.15)
where χNC is the non-central chi distribution with a non-centrality of λ =
ρtrue and k = 2 degrees of freedom.
For real binary merger events we can pursue an analogous derivation,
though the resulting relation differs as the SNR is a more complex function
of event parameters than Eq. (3.12). Additional complications arise if the
detector is sensitive to events at cosmological distances, causing the observed
masses to be redshifted by a distance-dependent amount.
The search and parameter estimation analyses that produce our events
can only cover a finite range of masses, of which we denote the limits as mmin,
mmax. We will assume that all astrophysical foreground events have masses
lying within these limits; in practice one should take sufficiently wide limits
that the density of foreground events at these limits becomes vanishingly
small.
For the mass distribution of the astrophysical foreground we consider
two types of population distribution: a truncated power law
p(m|θF) ≡ p(m|α,mlow,mhigh) ∝
mα if mlow < m < mhigh0 else (3.16)
with three free parameters, the slope α, lower mass cut-off mlow, and high
mass cut-off mhigh. The two mass cut-offs are constrained by the mass range
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considered as mmin ≤ mlow < mhigh ≤ mmax. The second population is a
Gaussian
p(m|θF) = p(m|µ, σ) ∝
N (m;µ, σ) if mmin < m < mmax0 else (3.17)
with two free parameters, the mean µ and standard deviation σ. Strictly
this distribution is a truncated Gaussian, however in practice we consider
parameter ranges such that p(m|θF)  1 at the boundaries. In contrast to
the explicit differentiation between the true and observed SNR, Bayesian
parameter estimation provides us with samples from the probability dis-
tribution of the true mass which are used directly as in Eq. (3.8), which
eliminates the need to introduce a variable representing an observed mass.
In the background case, there are no selection effects, and we assume
the noise characteristics are such that there is no correlation between the
mass distribution and the SNR distribution. As a result, p(ρi, ~mi|θB, ηi=B)
decomposes as
p(ρi, ~mi|θB, ηi=B) = p(ρi|θB, ηi=B)p(~mi|θB, ηi=B). (3.18)
Note that in realistic data the SNR distribution of background events may
be strongly dependent on the mass (and other template parameters) [18] so
this decomposition is not necessarily valid.
The expected rate and distribution of background events caused by in-
strumental noise can, in practice, be measured to high precision using tech-
niques such as time-shifted analyses [93, 86] (see also [137]). For our artifi-
cial universe we have the freedom to choose the SNR and mass distributions,
though this choice was informed by observed distributions in real data. We
choose a power law with slope −12 in SNR; the mass posteriors are of con-
stant width with their central values distributed uniformly between mmin
and mmax,
p(ρ|η=B) ∝ ρ−12, (3.19)
p(m|η=B) ∝ 1. (3.20)
More realistic choices would include the effect of template bank density [138]
and transient noise glitches [90, 92] on the distribution of noise triggers over
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mass space. Note that our inference of the foreground mass distribution
is expected to become more precise the more distinct the foreground and
background are, especially in SNR. Here, both SNR distributions are falling
power laws, however background drops off much more rapidly than fore-
ground.
Finally we combine the mass distribution with Eqs. (3.14)-(3.15). Using









mα+3 if mlow < m < mhigh0 else (3.21)









m3N (m;µ, σ) if mmin < m < mmax0 else (3.22)
The background model does not involve selection effects and yields
p(ρ,m|η=B) ∝ ρ−12. (3.23)
In general normalising these expressions requires an integral over ρ and
m which can be difficult or computationally expensive. In our model this
simplifies somewhat as the integrand ρ−4true χNC(ρ;λ= ρtrue, k = 2) happens
to assume values very close to zero for the ρcutoff values of [0.25, 4] allowed
by our prior mass range of [5, 80], therefore we are able to approximate
ρcutoff = 1.
To generate the artificial datasets we draw a total number of foreground
and background events from a Poisson distribution around the true values
determined by the intrinsic rate. Each of those events corresponds necessar-
ily to a local maximum of signal likelihood over time, mass, and, in general,
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other parameters - we generally approximate this local maximum as a mul-
tivariate Gaussian distribution. For each foreground event we then draw the
true mass and distance, from which we can uniquely determine the intrinsic
SNR. We then simulate the impact of noise on the measurement of both SNR
and mass by drawing a value from a non-central chi distribution around the
true SNR to obtain the observed SNR, and drawing the maximum likeli-
hood value from a normal distribution around the true mass with a width
as determined by Eq. (3.13). We use a uniform in mass prior, therefore the
posterior samples for the mass estimate are drawn from a Gaussian with the
same width around the maximum likelihood value. For background events
the observed SNR is drawn directly from a power-law as the background
SNR distribution is determined empirically from the observed SNR values,
while the posterior samples for the mass are drawn from a constant-width
Gaussian around a central value drawn from a uniform distribution between
mmin and mmax for each event.
Our method does not require us to make strong assumptions about the
shape or width of the mass likelihood, however it is important to generate
these artificial results carefully as negligence can have unexpected conse-
quences. In practice, we have found the scaling and width of the posteriors
to have little effect on our results when the posteriors are of smaller scale
than the population.
3.4 Toy Model Results
We applied our method to a large number of realisations for each choice
of foreground distribution, though the figures in the following section only
show results for a single realisation. The results across realisations will be
given in text only. The mass limits chosen for all toy model results5 were
mmin = 5, mmax = 80. The total expected number of events above an SNR
of 8, the lowest threshold considered, is 1600, with 95% contamination due
to background events. The chosen slope of −12 for the background SNR
distribution is less steep than in typical LIGO-Virgo analyses for stellar-
mass compact binary mergers; our choice exaggerates the transition region in
which the chances of an event belonging to either foreground or background
5Since we do not claim a specific link to astrophysics in the toy model, the mass units
are arbitrary.
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are comparable.
To simulate the limitations due to the computational costs of the anal-
ysis we impose a SNR threshold on events, assessing its influence on our
inferences by varying its value between 8 and 30. Most of these SNR values
would typically be considered as sub-threshold, since an SNR of ≈ 13.7 is
required for an event to have a pastro value of 50%, and to reach pastro = 99%
an SNR of ≈ 24 is needed. These numbers are meaningful only in relation
to this simulation. The actual relationship between SNR and pastro varies
between detection pipelines as they typically use additional information in
their detection statistics to reduce the significance of background events.
The number of detectors used in the network, as well as their sensitivities
and the actual characteristics of the foreground and background distribu-
tions will also have an effect. A more realistic application is given in sec-
tion 3.5. Lastly, the free parameters in Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) are chosen
such that an event of true mass m = 30 at a notional distance of 400 Mpc has
a mass posterior with width σPE ≈ 1, and has an SNR of ρ ≈ 50. The width
of the mass posteriors of background events is set to the constant value of
3.2, typical of foreground events at the lowest SNR considered. In reality,
the mass posterior distributions for background events are mass dependent
and often irregular.
The priors chosen are flat in all hyper-parameters, with two exceptions:
the width of Gaussian populations, where the prior was flat-in-log, and









Parameter estimation was performed using the emcee [47] implementation
of an Affine Invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo Ensemble sampler [46].
3.4.1 Power law distribution
The first population considered was the truncated power law, which was
inspired by the idea that black hole masses may be distributed analogously to
the initial mass function of their progenitor stars. We add parameters mmin
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and mmax to define the lower and upper limits of the power law distribution.
This is motivated by the desire to determine whether there are gaps in the
astrophysical black hole mass distribution: at the low end to compare with
the apparent lower limit of black hole mass in X-ray binaries [139], and at
the high end to determine the maximum mass above which a pair-instability
supernova completely disrupts the star [140]. In our simulation we chose the
power law slope to be −2.4, and the cut-off values to be 12 and 64.
Our primary results, the estimates of model parameters and their cor-
relations, are shown in figure 3.1. These results use a SNR threshold 8,
the lowest value for which we run our analysis, as we would expect this to
yield the best possible parameter estimates. Notable features are the large
spread of possible merger rate densities (abbreviated as “Rate”) and their
correlation with the lower mass cut-off. This is a consequence of the fact
that the power law slope is effectively increased by 3 due to selection effects,
thus detected events are described by a positive slope. The detection bias
towards high mass means that fewer events are available to constrain the
lower cut-off value, and low mass events which are observed tend to have
lower SNR values. As the total rate is still dominated by low mass (and
low-amplitude) events, the large uncertainty of the low mass cut-off yields
a high uncertainty on the rate. The estimated fraction of foreground events
in the sample of observed events couples linearly to the merger rate density,
but is less significant than the lower mass cut-off.
To assess our method in the light of its main goal of avoiding bias while
lowering the SNR threshold, a single analysis result is insufficient. There-
fore, we analyse the same data with a range of different SNR thresholds to
observe the change in the hyper-parameter estimates. Figure 3.2 shows the
marginalised posteriors for the rate and the three population parameters as
a function of SNR threshold. We can observe the posteriors growing wider
as the SNR threshold is increased and information from fewer events is con-
sidered. The result from one single realisation is, however, not necessarily
representative of the general behaviour. Combining the results from multi-
ple realisation shows there is no noticeable bias regardless of the threshold
chosen, and estimates improve as the threshold is lowered. Between SNR
thresholds of 8 and 24, the width of the 90% credible intervals decreases on
average by factors of 2.4 for the power-law slope, 1.3 and 1.6 for the lower
and upper mass cut-offs respectively, and 1.7 for the log of the inferred































Figure 3.1: Parameter estimates for a single realisation of the toy model
described in Sec 3.4.1. The foreground population model is a truncated
power law with slope α, and cut-offs mmin and mmax. The expected number
of events above the SNR threshold of 8 are 1600, 5% of which are expected
to be foreground events. The black lines show the kernel density estimate
of the posterior (solid) and its median value (dashed). The red dash-dotted
line indicates the true value for the underlying population.
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Figure 3.2: Confidence intervals for individual parameters of one realisation
of the truncated power-law model (see Sec. 3.4.1), as a function of SNR
threshold. The parameters shown are the inferred astrophysical merger rate
(upper left) and power law slope (upper right), as well as the low (lower left)
and high (lower right) mass cut-offs. The red dash-dotted line indicates the
true value for the underlying population. Dashed grey lines indicate the
expected number of foreground events at the given SNR threshold.
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Figure 3.3: The inferred mass distribution of the foreground population
using the truncated power law model and simulated data (see Sec. 3.4.1).
The bands indicate the given percentiles in the probability density at any
given mass across all posterior samples.
merger rate density.
Given the estimates of population parameters we can also compute an
estimate of the underlying mass distribution, which we show in figure 3.3.
Here we show the 50% and 90% confidence bands, as defined by computing
the percentiles of p(m|θ) across all samples θ from the posterior for any given
mass m. We observe that the true distribution is contained well within the
credible interval and deviations are generally caused by an underestimated
lower cut-off. In general there is a trade-off between expanding the bounds
of the mass distribution to include additional events, and shrinking it to
increase the PDF for highly significant events. The lower cut-off tends to
have more freedom of movement as there are fewer high SNR events at low
mass to constrain it.
As a final result for this population, figure 3.4 shows the estimated prob-
ability of any given event to have an astrophysical origin pastro, and how it
compares to a SNR-only estimate indicated by the black dash-dotted line.
While this figure does not show quantitative results, we do observe that fore-
ground events are largely located above the dash-dotted black line, indicat-
ing that our confidence in them being real has increased, while background
events tend to be located below and are often on the pastro = 0 line when
their masses are outside the hard cut-offs of the truncated power law popula-
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Figure 3.4: The probability that an event is caused by detector noise rather
than being of astrophysical origin, 1 − pastro, versus SNR. The foreground
population model is a truncated power-law distribution. Blue and red dots
represent foreground and background events respectively. The dash-dotted
line shows the probability that would be inferred by a SNR based estimate,
assuming the relative number of expected foreground and background events
is known perfectly. The inset focuses on the region with background events
and emphasises events which are unlikely to be astrophysical by using a
linear scale.
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tion. Thus we find, as expected, that the discrimination between signal and
noise populations is improved with the incorporation of information about
their mass distributions [138]. We determine that the percentage point dif-
ference between pastro using our method and the SNR-only approach to be
≈ 2%, although this includes events with tiny absolute shifts due to them
being very close to either 0% or 100% in the first place.
3.4.2 Gaussian distribution
The second core population considered is a simple Gaussian with a very
small width. This population was chosen to test the inference on hard-to-
infer parameters and to see the effect a very distinctive distribution has on
the discriminating power of our method. We chose the width to be very
narrow with a standard deviation of 1.6 around a mean mass of 27. The
population is narrower than the individual posteriors, which have a typical
width of ≈ 2− 3. Therefore we expect the population to require a relatively
large number of events to resolve. How many events are needed to resolve
these features generally depends on the population, in our case we find that
≈ 10−20 events are needed to consistently constrain the population width to
be smaller than individual posteriors. On the other hand, the discriminating
power of using information from the mass estimates should be much greater
than for a wide distribution like the truncated power law used in the previous
section.
The parameter estimates for a single realisation are shown in figure 3.5.
We observe that true width of the population σ is contained comfortably
within the inferred posterior, though the uncertainty is rather large. It is
generally overestimated slightly. Similarly the mean of the population is
found well with an uncertainty comparable to the population width. The
rate is constrained much better than in case of the truncated power law as
this model lack the degeneracy between the rate and a poorly constrained
population parameter. The lack of a strong correlation between a population
parameter and the merger rate density also highlights its linear relation to
the estimated number of foreground events contained within the sample.
When lowering the SNR threshold from 24 down to 8, the sizes of the 90%
confidence intervals of the population parameters and merger rate density
decrease by factors of 4.9, 2.0, 3.4 for the mean, the log of the width, and the
log of the merger rate density, respectively. This is illustrated in figure 3.6 for























Figure 3.5: Parameter estimates for a single realisation of the Gaussian
mass distribution described in Sec. 3.4.2. The foreground population model
is a Gaussian with two free parameters, the mean µ and width σ. The
true expected numbers of events above a SNR threshold 8 is 1600, 5% of
which are expected to be foreground events. The black lines show the kernel
density estimate of the posterior (solid) and its median value (dashed). The
red dash-dotted lines indicates the true values for the underlying population.
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Figure 3.6: Confidence intervals for individual parameters of one realisation
of the Gaussian population (see Sec. 3.4.2), as a function of SNR threshold.
The parameters shown are the inferred mean (left) and the width of the
distribution (right). The red dash-dotted line indicates the true value for
the underlying population. Dashed grey lines indicate the expected number
of foreground events at the given SNR threshold. The plot terminates at a
SNR threshold of 29 as there are no events with SNR 30 or higher in this
realisation.
one specific realisation. The uncertainty on inferred population parameters
grows rapidly as the number of events decreases. The most noticable change
is observed at SNR thresholds of 19, 20, and 21. This is caused by two
events with SNRs between 19 and 20 whose removal decreases the number
of events to 5, one of which is a low mass outlier. This outlier has an SNR
slightly above 20, and is therefore removed when the SNR threshold is set to
21. The true mass distribution is well within the confidence interval shown
in figure 3.7, though the true distribution is somewhat more narrow than
inferred as seen previously in figure 3.5.
The comparison of the estimated pastro as shown in figure 3.8 show how
important the inclusion of masses is for this population. We can clearly
identify the band of foreground events for which 1 − pastro is smaller by
factors of a few up to 10 compared to the SNR-based estimate. In this
specific realisation only six out of 76 foreground events lost any pastro, across
multiple simulations on average 97% of foreground events saw an increase
in pastro. In the case of background events ≈ 20% saw an increase in their
pastro of up to 10%, though most are demoted and often down to effectively
0.
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Figure 3.7: The inferred mass distribution of the foreground population
using the Gaussian model and simulated dataset (see Sec. 3.4.2). The bands
indicate the given percentiles in the probability density at any given mass
across all posterior samples.
3.4.3 Incorrect models - No background component
Previous analyses of gravitational wave populations (such as the power law
model used in [39]) use a high threshold to ensure a high probability that
the events used are of astrophysical origin, in effect neglecting the possibility
of background. Here we investigate the behaviour of our toy model with the
background component disabled, corresponding to such a scenario. This
shows the results one would obtain if simply fitting the foreground model to
a contaminated dataset. The underlying population is a truncated power law
identical to the one used in the first set of results presented in section 3.4.1.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.9, where we observe the inferred distri-
bution to be very different from the true one when the lowest SNR threshold
of 8 is used and the dataset is 95% polluted (left panel). The mass cut-offs
are extended to the edges of the prior ranges to incorporate noise events at
those values. The confidence interval includes the true value as long as the
SNR threshold is sufficiently high since the number of background events is
negligible, but trends towards −3 as the threshold is lowered. This is ex-
pected since the background dominates the low SNR region and has a power
law slope of 0 in mass. This slope corresponds to an actual slope of −3 when
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Figure 3.8: The probability of an event being caused by detector noise
rather than being of astrophysical origin, 1 − pastro, versus SNR. The fore-
ground population model is a narrow Gaussian distribution (see Sec. 3.4.2).
Blue and red dots represent foreground and background events respectively.
The dash-dotted line shows the probability that would be inferred by a SNR
based estimate, assuming the relative number of expected foreground and
background events is known perfectly. The inset focuses on the region with
background events and emphasises events which are unlikely to be astro-
physical by using a linear scale.































Figure 3.9: Results for the power law model when we neglect to account
for contamination due to noise, as described in Sec. 3.4.3. Left: Inferred
mass distribution at the lowest SNR threshold of 8, the PDF percentiles
are calculated across the population posterior at any given mass. Right:
Inferred power law slope as a function of SNR threshold. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the expected number of true events above a particular SNR.
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Figure 3.10: The inferred mass distribution for the Gaussian model without
compensating for the mass dependence of selection effects (see Sec. 3.4.4),
using the lowest SNR threshold of 8. The PDF percentiles are calculated
across the population posterior at any given mass.
selection effects are considered. In the right panel we see the effect on the
estimation of the power law slope as the threshold is varied. Once the SNR
threshold reaches ≈ 12 the statistical uncertainty of the slope becomes large
enough that the systematic bias is not noticeable.
3.4.4 Incorrect models - Neglected selection effects
The second kind of error we considered was to neglect to properly account
for the mass dependence of selection effects. In case of a power law dis-
tribution this is trivial, as it simply adds +3 to the inferred value of the
slope. Therefore we chose a Gaussian as the population, and we increased
the width to 9 to highlight the impact of selection effects on the inferred
population. Figure 3.10 shows that the selection effects effectively shift the
distribution towards higher masses. This is a general feature as the m3 term
strongly favours high mass events in the observed set of events. Depending
on the population this may also affect the width of the population, which
happened to be a very minor effect in this case.
Together with the previous section 3.4.3 this illustrates that population
inference can be made impossible even when the model matches the under-
lying distribution. Accounting for the presence of noise and selection effects
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is essential for correct inference and to avoid bias when attempting to lower
the SNR threshold.
3.5 Advanced LIGO engineering data simulation
After the successful tests using the simple toy model we also applied this
method in a more realistic context, within an end-to-end analysis of simu-
lated GW strain data where event candidates are identified by one of the
compact binary detection pipelines currently used to search LIGO-Virgo
data, PyCBC [141, 86, 142, 18]. We searched semi-realistic simulated data
from the fourth advanced LIGO engineering run (ER4): LIGO Hanford
Observatory (LHO) noise data were simulated as Gaussian noise using the
LIGO design sensitivity noise spectrum with an angle-averaged range of
∼ 1600 Mpc for a 30 + 30 M black hole coalescence signal [29], while LIGO
Livingston (LLO) data were derived from an instrumental channel monitor-
ing the input laser power, recoloured to the same average target spectrum.
The ER4 data contained a nontrivial population of high-amplitude noise
transients, mostly arising from the LLO laser channel (LHO simulated data
were also not entirely free of artefacts from data generation and transmis-
sion). However, these ‘glitches’ generally did not have similar morphology to
binary merger signals, and did not give rise to a long-tailed background dis-
tribution, such as those occurring for some ranges of candidate parameters
in recent Advanced detector data [94, 18, 27].
Simulated gravitational wave signals were added (“injected”) to the noise
data streams before they were stored and broadcast to the collaboration’s
computing grid. The injected population of binary black hole mergers was
chosen to be uniform in both component masses between limits of 5 and
20 M, and uniform in volume, with no cosmological (redshift) effects in-
cluded. The EOBNRv2HM approximant tuned to numerical relativity [143]
was used to simulate binary black hole mergers including non-dominant GW
emission modes, for non-spinning binary components. The intended astro-
physical rate corresponding to the injected merger signals was 5 Gpc−3yr−1.6
Our PyCBC search covered binary mergers of non-spinning components
with masses between 3 and 50 M; this range also defined the prior for
6Due to a software error the amplitude of injected signals was a factor 2 higher than
intended, effectively simulating a true merger rate of 40 Gpc−3yr−1; however in the results
presented here, we rescale our rate estimates to compensate for this error.
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parameter estimation performed on each event using LALinference [41].
The search detection statistic for candidate events, ρc, is the quadrature sum
of χ2-reweighted SNRs ρ̂H,L over single-detector events having consistent
component masses and times of arrival between the two detectors [144, 107].
The number of events we chose to analyse is limited by computational cost;
we impose a threshold ρc > 8 leaving us with 100 events in ≈ 37 days
of LHO-LLO coincident observing time; 51 of these events correspond to
known injected signals, with the remainder due to noise fluctuations.7
We first determine the rates of signal and noise events and the relative
probabilities of signal vs. noise origin for each event [99, 85, 56], given only
the ρc value of each event, models of the signal and noise event distributions
over ρc, and an estimate of the total rate of noise events derived from time-
shifted analyses [144, 142]. The result of this estimate is summarized in
Fig. 3.11. We find 53 events with a signal probability pastro above 50%,
of which 47 have pastro > 90%. This analysis is comparable to those used
to estimate the rate and pastro for binary black hole mergers in the first
Advanced LIGO Observing period [85], and does not use information about
the mass distributions of signal or noise events, besides the assumption that
the signal population is contained within the analysis mass limits.
We now turn to our analysis, which estimates the rate and population
model parameters simultaneously. The population model used here is a
power law in each component mass, of the form
p(m1,m2|θF, ηi = F) ∝
mα1m
β
2 if mlow < m2 ≤ m1 < mhigh
0 else
(3.26)
where α and β are the two power law slopes, both with true values equal to
0. The mass cut-offs mlow and mhigh are shared between both power laws,
resulting in four free parameters in our population model. The selection ef-
fects were simulated numerically using the LALsimulation [31] implemen-
tation of the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform [21, 23] to implement the method
described by Finn and Chernoff [32]. No particular cut-off was imposed on
the asymmetric mass ratio q, though it is limited to q > 0.25 due to the
range of allowed component masses.
As the background model, we used a power law fit to the distribution
7In reality we will not have access to an independent record listing all true signals!
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Combined model, 90% interval
Figure 3.11: Cumulative number of (simulated) events detected in ≈ 37
days of LIGO ER4 engineering run data recolored to the ‘ZDHP’ design
spectrum, vs. threshold search detection statistic ρc. Black steps indicate
the search results, with ±
√
N bands indicating expected counting fluctua-
tions. Dark red and light blue lines indicate power-law models of signal and
noise distributions, respectively. Dotted light blue lines indicate empirical
estimates of the noise distribution from each of 3 disjoint analysis periods,
showing that the background model p(ρc|ηi = B) ∝ ρ−54.8c is sufficiently
accurate in the range of interest. Dark green dashed lines show the total
expected number of events (signal+noise) as a 90% credible band.
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of ρc values from the PyCBC time-shifted analysis, giving a slope of ≈ −54.8
for ρc > 8. In a separate step we constructed two dimensional fit to the
distribution of component masses in the search results. We find empirically
that the background distribution can be approximated as the product of a
power-law in chirp mass and a exponential distribution in mass ratio. Using
the masses as determined by the search is not strictly the correct approach,
which would be to run the time-shifted data through the same LALInference
analysis as used for the zero-lag events: this was computationally infeasible.
Therefore the search results serve as a proxy for the optimal analysis.
We have found empirically that small changes to the background mass
distribution do not have a strong effect on the result, which is expected
given the dissimilarity of foreground and background distributions. (Note
that real interferometer data containing chirp-like and blip-like features may
be less forgiving in terms of the separability of foreground and background,
as illustrated in Abbott et al. [18, 94].) We do not include any additional
uncertainty on the background model rate or mass distribution.
The results of estimating the population parameters as displayed in fig-
ure 3.12 show that we successfully recover the true population parameters.
The slopes are underestimated slightly which causes the inferred merger rate
density to be elevated, although the true value is still encompassed. The
mass cut-offs are found well with some tails to lower or higher masses for
mlow and mhigh respectively, since the uniform distribution of injections cov-
ers all regions of the mass range without major gaps and the cut-offs are
shared between both component masses.
Since the slope of the background SNR distribution is much larger than
the slope of the astrophysical foreground, the transition region where events
may belong to either source category with comparable probabilities is quite
small. This means there are few events which fall in between the region of
certain background and certain foreground, limiting the gains that can be
made by our method in this case. Nevertheless, the fact that the foreground
mass distribution is quite distinct from the background causes a significant
increase in pastro relative to the ρc-based approach, as can be seen in fig-
ure 3.13.
As with the previous ranking statistic based analysis we can count the
events found with a pastro value above some given threshold. We find 56
events above a threshold of 50%, which is 3 events more than before. The


































Figure 3.12: Parameter estimates for the ER4 dataset as summarized in
Fig. 3.11 and Section 3.5. The foreground population model is power law
in both component masses with separate slopes α and β and shared cut-offs
mlow and mhigh. The cut-off masses and merger rate density are given in
units of M and Gpc
−3yr−1 respectively. The black lines show the kernel
density estimate of the posterior (solid) and its median value (dashed). The
red dash-dotted line indicates the true value.






































Figure 3.13: The probability of an event recovered from the ER4 data
being caused by noise instead of corresponding to an astrophysical event,
which is 1− pastro. Blue and red dots represent foreground and background
events respectively. The dash-dotted line shows the probability that would
be inferred by a SNR based estimate, The inset focuses on the region with
background events and emphasises events which are unlikely to be astro-
physical by using a linear scale.
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number of included events which we later identified as noise triggers rises
from 4 to 5. When the threshold is set to pastro > 90%, the number of events
increases by 5 to 52, though it now includes one noise trigger. Thus, we find
that applying our new method to realistic data not only reproduces the
results obtained using established methods, but identifies additional fore-
ground events. Since, in real Advanced detector data, the background dis-
tributions tend to be less steeply falling than those obtained here, we expect
that the average (fractional) increase in number of signals found with high
pastro may be larger in the real-data case.
3.6 Outlook
In this work we have derived a new technique for simultaneous estimation
of parameters defining the shape of two or more sub-populations and their
expected contribution to the overall number of events. This technique allows
us to extract information from formerly sub-threshold events without bias-
ing the result due to uncertainties in classifying their origin. The method
is agnostic to the specific choice of threshold, and lowering the threshold
will improve the result by allowing information from events of an uncertain
nature to be included.
Such improvements will eventually diminish in the regime where events
have a high probability of background (noise) origin, though the point where
further improvements become negligible depends on the specific character-
istics of the two components. Figure 1 of Farr et al. [99] shows a sim-
ple example, using events for which only a single data value is measured,
where improvements in foreground rate measurement become negligible in
the background-dominated regime. In any case, digging deep into the back-
ground will not be detrimental; doing so can be especially worthwhile when
the background model has some uncertainty, for instance following a specific
functional form with partially unknown parameters. Additional events with
low probability of astrophysical origin will reduce uncertainty on the back-
ground parameters, which in turn reduces the uncertainty on the foreground
model.
The greatest gains over existing methods are found when there is a large
number of events for which the source classification gives comparable prob-
abilities for at least two categories, while the distributions in secondary
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parameters are very distinct. This behaviour near the transition between
populations is likely to be especially useful in the characterisation of weak
event populations, such as unresolvable binary mergers at cosmological dis-
tances. This is of particular interest when determining whether the source
population evolves with redshift. Conversely, gains are expected to be small
when the primary source classification is very potent and population mod-
els are uncertain; in this case our method converges to that with a single
population.
While such thresholded analyses that ignore the possible presence of
background cannot be guaranteed free of systematic bias, the expected size
of bias can be bounded by considering the rate of background events above
threshold, as well as the degree of divergence between foreground and back-
ground distributions over the parameters of interest. Controlling the bias
of a thresholded analysis thus still requires accurate background estima-
tion. In particular, for the small number of high-significance events thus far
detected by LIGO-Virgo, possible biases on population inference due to ne-
glecting background contamination are expected to be well below statistical
errors.
Furthermore, we find that selection effects must be included in the anal-
ysis to avoid systematic error of the population parameters. Our example
study illustrates that this is particularly important for the mass distribution
of binary black hole mergers.
We have successfully tested this new model on different binary merger
mass distributions in an artificial universe, as well as to synthetic LIGO data
from an engineering run. This demonstrates the feasibility of applying this
method to existing and future LIGO-Virgo observing runs, which should
allow a better joint determination of source event rates and distributions.
Challenges in application to real data over a broad signal parameter space
include adequately modelling the complex distribution of noise events over
binary masses and spins [94, 18, 90]. The method itself is, however, not
limited to the realm of gravitational wave astronomy, and can be useful
whenever a set of data-points contains multiple populations.
Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this thesis we have considered multiple aspects of the gravitational wave
astronomy of stellar-mass binary black-hole coalescences. We initially ex-
plored how well we can expect to be able to characterise GW150914-like
gravitational wave signals using a number of different detector network con-
figurations involving both existing detectors as well as those currently under
construction. We found that the addition of a third detector is particularly
important since it breaks the ring to which a GW signal is localised with
two detectors, improving the localisation by factors larger than 20. This
will be essential for attempts to identify the host galaxy of GW signals,
be it to constrain potential associated EM emission, or to perform cosmo-
logical measurements [145]. For most other parameters the improvements
were slightly below the naive estimate, which is mainly due to troublesome
degeneracies.
Chapter 3 presents a new method for characterising the merger rate and
the population of merging BBHs in the presence of noise and selection effects,
although the method itself is general and not restricted to gravitational wave
astronomy. After deriving the mathematical structure we created a number
of test cases to confirm the constraints under which the model succeeds or
fails, and if it fails, whether or not it does so as expected and when expected
to. We found that the model produced correct results as long as it is close
to the physical reality and improved continuously as the amount of data
utilised was increased. It failed as expected if either the presence of noise or
the existence of selection effects were not taken into account by our model.
The natural next step is to use the model developed in chapter 3 and
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apply it to the real data taken by the LIGO-Virgo network during the first
two observing periods (O1 & O2), or the currently ongoing third observing
run. Doing this correctly involves a number of technical challenges due
to the fact that we would like to include cosmological effects and use an
injection campaign to assess the selection effects throughout the observing
periods. The mixture model requires us to carefully normalise the different
components of the likelihood, therefore any component of the likelihood
which can not be integrated analytically poses a significant computational
challenge.
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Appendix
The following paper is taken verbatim from Mon. Notices Royal Astron.
Soc.. This paper was led by Jim W. Barrett [49], while I contributed the
section describing selection effects, as well as the code to simulate selection
effects in COMPAS [48] using lalsimulation [31].
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ABSTRACT
The properties of the population of merging binary black holes encode some of the uncertain
physics underlying the evolution of massive stars in binaries. The binary black hole merger rate
and chirp-mass distribution are being measured by ground-based gravitational-wave detectors.
We consider isolated binary evolution, and explore how accurately the physical model can be
constrained with such observations by applying the Fisher information matrix to the merging
black hole population simulated with the rapid binary-population synthesis code COMPAS.
We investigate variations in four COMPAS parameters: common-envelope efficiency, kick-
velocity dispersion and mass-loss rates during the luminous blue variable, and Wolf–Rayet
stellar-evolutionary phases. We find that ∼1000 observations would constrain these model
parameters to a fractional accuracy of a few per cent. Given the empirically determined binary
black hole merger rate, we can expect gravitational-wave observations alone to place strong
constraints on the physics of stellar and binary evolution within a few years. Our approach
can be extended to use other observational data sets; combining observations at different
evolutionary stages will lead to a better understanding of stellar and binary physics.
Key words: black hole physics – gravitational waves – stars: black holes – stars: evolution.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Gravitational waves from binary black hole coalescences (Abbott
et al. 2016a, 2017a,b,c) have recently been observed by the ground-
based gravitational-wave detectors of the Advanced Laser Interfer-
ometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (aLIGO; Aasi et al. 2015)
and Advanced Virgo (Acernese et al. 2015). These observations pro-
vide a revolutionary insight into the properties of the population of
binary black holes. The catalogue of detections will grow rapidly as
the instruments continue to improve their sensitivity (Abbott et al.
2018). In this paper, we analyse how such a catalogue will make
it possible to infer the physics of binary evolution by performing
inference on parametrized population synthesis models.
A number of channels for the formation of binary black holes have
been proposed (see e.g. Abbott et al. 2016c; Miller 2016; Mandel
& Farmer 2017, for reviews). In this study, we assume that all
merging binary black holes form through classical isolated binary
evolution via a common-envelope phase (Postnov & Yungelson

E-mail: compas@star.sr.bham.ac.uk (JWB); cplb@star.sr.bham.ac.uk
(CPLB)
2014; Belczynski et al. 2016). While all events observed to date are
consistent with having formed through this channel (Eldridge et al.
2017; Stevenson et al. 2017a; Giacobbo, Mapelli & Spera 2018), a
future analysis would need to hierarchically include the possibility
of contributions from multiple channels (e.g. Stevenson, Berry &
Mandel 2017b; Talbot & Thrane 2017; Zevin et al. 2017).
Previous efforts to explore how stellar and binary population
synthesis models could be constrained with gravitational-wave ob-
servations (e.g. Bulik & Belczyński 2003; Bulik, Belczyński &
Rudak 2004; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010; Gerosa et al. 2014;
Stevenson, Ohme & Fairhurst 2015) have typically focused on a
discrete set of models, usually obtained by varying one evolution-
ary parameter at a time (e.g. Voss & Tauris 2003; Dominik et al.
2012; Mennekens & Vanbeveren 2014). In this paper, we consider
the realistic scenario in which the astrophysical model is described
by a multidimensional set of continuous parameters which may
be strongly correlated. We ask how well we could constrain these
parameters with a large observational data set.
The main tool we use to tackle this problem is the Fisher (informa-
tion) matrix. Fundamentally, if we make an observation of a process,
and we have a model for that process that depends on some parame-
ters, then the Fisher matrix quantifies how much we can learn about
C© 2018 The Author(s)
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the parameters in our model from the observation we made. We de-
rive an expression for the Fisher matrix for binary-population syn-
thesis. We use this to quantify how much we can learn about the pop-
ulation parameters from observations of binary black holes using
the current generation of ground-based gravitational-wave detec-
tors. While we concentrate on gravitational-wave observations here,
the method is applicable to other data sets, and the best constraints
may come from combining multiple complementary observations.
We use Fisher matrices to demonstrate that it may be possible to
precisely measure the population parameters in binary-population
synthesis models with ∼1000 observations of binary black hole
mergers. At the expected rate of gravitational-wave detections (Ab-
bott et al. 2017a), this could be within a few years of the detectors
reaching design sensitivity (∼2–3 yr at design sensitivity for our
fiducial model); the observing schedule for gravitational-wave ob-
servatories is given in Abbott et al. (2018).
We first give an introduction to our binary population synthesis
model in Section 2, together with a description of the model pa-
rameters we wish to infer using gravitational-wave observations.
In Section 3, we demonstrate how we transform the raw outputs
of our binary population synthesis model by considering observa-
tional selection effects and redshift- and metallicity-dependent star
formation rates. In Section 4, we introduce the statistical tools used
in this paper: (i) the likelihood function representing the probabil-
ity of an observation given our model; (ii) a method for including
measurement uncertainties in observations; and (iii) the Fisher ma-
trix, which quantifies the sensitivity of our model to changes in its
underlying parameters. The results of applying this methodology to
binary population synthesis models are presented and discussed in
Section 5, and we discuss our conclusions in Section 6.
2 POP U LATION SY N TH E SI S O F M A S SI V E
STELLAR BINARIES
Many of the details of binary evolution are currently uncertain
(Postnov & Yungelson 2014; De Marco & Izzard 2017). Popula-
tion synthesis models efficiently, albeit approximately, simulate the
interactions of a large number of binaries in order to capture pop-
ulation wide behaviour and thoroughly explore the space of initial
conditions. Uncertainties in the physics underlying isolated binary
evolution are captured within population synthesis models through
tunable parameters, which we call population parameters. In this pa-
per we focus on four population parameters which have an impact
on binary black hole formation. We use the rapid population syn-
thesis code COMPAS.1 This uses the stellar evolutionary models of
Hurley, Pols & Tout (2000). Final black hole masses are calculated
using the delayed model of Fryer et al. (2012). With the exception
of the variations to the four population parameters we describe in
Section 2.1, we employ the Stevenson et al. (2017a) fiducial model
throughout this paper.
2.1 Population parameters
2.1.1 Supernova kick velocity
The asymmetric ejection of matter (Janka & Mueller 1994; Bur-
rows & Hayes 1996; Janka 2013) or emission of neutrinos (Woosley
1987; Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1993; Socrates et al. 2005) during a super-
nova can provide a kick to the stellar remnant. This birth kick is
1Further details and sample COMPAS simulations are available at www.sr
.bham.ac.uk/compas/.
on the order of hundreds of km s−1 for neutron stars (Hobbs et al.
2005a). The typical strength of supernova kicks imparted to black
holes is not well constrained observationally (Wong et al. 2014;
Mandel 2016; Repetto, Igoshev & Nelemans 2017), although they
may be reduced relative to neutron star through the accretion of
material falling back on to the stellar remnant (Fryer et al. 2012).
In COMPAS, the strength of supernova kicks is parametrized
using the dispersion parameter for a three-dimensional Maxwell–













Alternative parametrizations for the supernova kick have been con-
sidered by Bray & Eldridge (2016), who did not find sufficient evi-
dence to prefer them; here, we consider only continuous variations
to model parameters, including the kick velocity in the Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution.
The kick is modified to account for mass fallback, so that the
final kick imparted to the black hole is
v∗kick = (1 − ffb)vkick, (2)
where ffb is the fraction of matter that falls back on to the black hole,
calculated according to the delayed model of Fryer et al. (2012).
For carbon–oxygen core masses greater than 11 M, ffb = 1 and
so many heavy black holes receive no natal kick in this model
(Belczynski et al. 2016; Stevenson et al. 2017a). Whilst observations
of the proper motions of isolated Galactic pulsars (Hobbs et al.
2005b) suggest a value of σ kick = 265 km s−1, we choose a fiducial
σ kick = 250 km s−1 to match Stevenson et al. (2017a).
2.1.2 Common-envelope efficiency
When mass transfer is dynamically unstable and initially proceeds
on the very short dynamical time-scale of the donor, a shared,
non-corotating common envelope is formed around the donor core
and the companion (Paczynski 1976). The details of the common-
envelope phase are amongst the least well understood across all
phases of isolated binary evolution (for a review, see Ivanova et al.
2013).
In COMPAS, the classical energy formalism (Webbink 1984) is
employed to parametrize uncertainty in the physics of the common
envelope. When a binary begins a common-envelope phase, each










where G is Newton’s constant, Mcore, (1,2) are the core masses of
the two stars, M(1,2) and R(1,2) are the stellar masses and radii, re-
spectively, and λCE (1,2) are the corresponding stellar-structure pa-
rameters introduced by de Kool (1990) and are functions of star’s
evolutionary state (e.g. Dewi & Tauris 2000; Kruckow et al. 2016).
The loss of co-rotation between the orbit of the cores and the
common envelope leads to energy dissipation which causes the
cores to spiral in. Some of this lost orbital energy may be eventually
used to eject the common envelope. The efficiency with which this
transfer of energy occurs is uncertain, and is characterized by the
free parameter αCE. In order to determine the separation after the
common-envelope phase, the classical energy formalism compares
the binding energy of the envelope to the energy transferred from
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the orbit Eorbit so that
Ebind = αCEEorbit . (4)
If the binary has sufficient orbital energy to completely expel the
envelope, we consider this a successful common-envelope event.
Unsuccessful ejections lead to a merger before a binary black hole
system is formed. We follow Stevenson et al. (2017a) in assum-
ing that common-envelope phases initiated by main sequence of
Hertzsprung gap donors always lead to mergers (cf. the pessimistic
model of Dominik et al. 2012).
The fiducial choices of the parameters in COMPAS are λCE = 0.1
and αCE = 1.0. We explicitly leave λCE fixed whilst making small
perturbations to αCE; however, this is an issue of labelling, since it
is the product of these two free parameters which is ultimately of
importance to the common-envelope physics (Dominik et al. 2012).
2.1.3 Mass-loss multipliers
Throughout their lives, stars lose mass through stellar winds. The
wind mass-loss rate depends strongly on the star’s luminosity and is
generally highest for high-mass, high-metallicity stars. The dearth
of observations of low-metallicity environments means that wind
mass-loss rates are poorly constrained at low metallicities, and at
high masses where stars are intrinsically rare. These are precisely
the regimes where the progenitors of gravitational-wave sources are
likely to form (Belczynski et al. 2016; Eldridge & Stanway 2016;
Lamberts et al. 2016; Stevenson et al. 2017a; Giacobbo et al. 2018).
COMPAS employs the approximate wind mass-loss prescriptions
detailed in Belczynski et al. (2010). For hot O/B-stars, we employ
the wind mass-loss prescription of Vink, de Koter & Lamers (2001).
Our Wolf–Rayet wind mass-loss rates come from Hamann &
Koesterke (1998). For other phases the mass-loss prescriptions from
Hurley et al. (2000) are used. Uncertainty in mass-loss rates can have
a significant impact on stellar evolution; for example, Renzo et al.
(2017) find that there is an ∼50 per cent uncertainty in the mapping
between initial and final masses when considering different mass-
loss prescriptions when modelling solar-metallicity, non-rotating,
single stars, with initial masses between 15 and 35 M. There are
particular phases of stellar evolution where the mass-loss rates lack
strong constraints by observations. We parametrize the mass-loss
rates in two of these phases with tunable population parameters.
During the luminous blue variable (LBV) phase (Humphreys &
Davidson 1994), extremely massive stars undergo a relatively short
episode of rapid mass-loss which strongly impacts the binary’s fu-
ture evolutionary trajectory (e.g. Mennekens & Vanbeveren 2014);
observational constraints on the physics of LBV stars are currently
uncertain (Smith 2017).2 Following Belczynski et al. (2010), we
parametrize this rate in terms of a multiplicative factor fLBV used to
modify the basic prescription, so that the rate becomes
ṀLBV = fLBV × 10−4 M yr−1; (5)
our fiducial value for this factor is fLBV = 1.5 (Belczynski et al.
2010).
During the Wolf–Rayet phase, stars have lost their hydrogen
envelopes and have high but relatively poorly constrained mass-
loss rates (Crowther 2007). We use a multiplicative constant fWR to
2As in Hurley et al. (2000), we assume stars are in an LBV-like phase if their
luminosity and radius satisfy L > 6 × 105 L and (R/R)(L/L)1/2 > 105.









× 10−13 M yr−1, (6)
where L is the stellar luminosity, Z is the metallicity, Z = 0.02
is approximately the bulk metallicity of our Sun, and m = 0.86 is
an empirically determined scaling factor (Vink & de Koter 2005;
Belczynski et al. 2010). The fiducial choice for this population
parameter is fWR = 1.0. We use the same mass-loss prescription
for all Wolf–Rayet subtypes (Belczynski et al. 2010), as the Hurley
et al. (2000) evolutionary tracks do not distinguish between them.
Recent investigations of mass-loss for Wolf–Rayet stars of varying
composition include McClelland & Eldridge (2016), Tramper, Sana
& de Koter (2016), and Yoon (2017).
3 MO D E L P R E D I C T I O N S
In this paper we evaluate the impact of the tunable parameters
described above on the rate of detections and the measured chirp-
mass distribution of binary black holes. The chirp mass M is a
particular combination of the component masses M1, M2 which
is measured well from the gravitational-wave frequency evolution




(M1 + M2)1/5 . (7)
The chirp mass is just one of the parameters measurable through
gravitational waves, other observables such as component masses,
spins, and the distance to the source can also be inferred (Abbott
et al. 2016b). For simplicity, we have chosen to focus on chirp mass
since it is the best measured. This is a conservative approach, as
we have neglected information about other parameters; however,
the methods presented here are easily extendible to include other
observables.
In order to represent the distribution of chirp masses produced
by the population synthesis model, we chose to bin our systems by
chirp mass. Throughout this paper, we use 30 bins of equal width,
ranging from the lowest to the highest chirp masses present in our
data set. The number of bins is determined by the scale length of
variability in the chirp-mass distribution and the chirp-mass mea-
surement uncertainty discussed below; the results are insensitive to
halving the number of bins.
The raw output of a population synthesis model is a list of the
initial conditions and final outcomes of all the binaries simulated.
In order to compare this output to astronomical observations, it
is necessary to process the data further, in order to account for
the history of star formation in the Universe and the observational
selection effects. We describe this processing below.
3.1 Cosmic history
In order to focus our computation on black hole progeni-
tors, we only simulate systems with primary masses between
7 M < M1 < 100 M. We assume that all stars are in binaries
with primary masses ranging between 0.01 and 150 M following
the initial mass function of Kroupa (2001) with a flat mass-ratio
distribution (Sana et al. 2012). At formation, binaries are assumed
to have a uniform-in-the-logarithm distribution of orbital separa-
tions (Öpik 1924; Abt 1983) and zero orbital eccentricity; for more
detailed studies of mass-ratio and orbital distributions, see Duchêne
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Figure 1. The metallicity-specific star formation rate as a function of metal-
licity at three different redshifts, using the star-formation-rate distribution
of Madau & Dickinson (2014) and the metallicity distribution of Langer &
Norman (2006). The vertical dashed lines indicate the metallicities at which
we undertook simulations for this study. Metallicities above Z = 0.02
contribute negligibly to the binary black hole merger rate.
& Kraus (2013) and Moe & Di Stefano (2017). COMPAS simu-






where τ delay is the delay time, defined as the time from the birth of
a binary to its coalescence (Peters 1964). To compute the total rate
of binary black hole mergers per unit comoving volume per unit
time, we need to convolve the COMPAS formation rate with the
amount of metallicity-specific star formation per unit volume per
unit time at the birth of the binaries. Delay times can range from
a few Myr to Gyr, and observations show that both the metallicity
and star formation rates in galaxies evolve significantly over these
time-scales (Madau & Dickinson 2014). We use the star formation
rate distribution of Madau & Dickinson (2014) and the metallicity
distribution of Langer & Norman (2006). Other distributions have
been suggested (e.g. Savaglio et al. 2005; Vangioni et al. 2015;
Ma et al. 2016), and the cosmic history of metallicity evolution
adds an additional source of uncertainty to our model predictions.
Future studies could consider how metallicity evolution could be
included with the other model parameters and inferred from binary
observations. In Fig. 1 we provide an illustration of the metallicity-
specific star formation rate at redshifts z = 0.5, 1, and 1.5, and
also indicate metallicities at which we performed simulations for
this study. We use these to translate the star formation rate into the















(Z, tform = tmerge(z) − τdelay)
]
, (9)
where ts is the time measured in the frame of reference of the
merger, Vc is the comoving volume and we use cosmological pa-
rameters from Planck Collaboration XIII (2016). Fig. 2 shows the
local merger rate at three different redshifts after accounting for
changes in star formation rate and cosmology.
Figure 2. The binary black hole merger rate predicted by the COMPAS
fiducial model at three different redshifts, taking into account the cosmic
evolution of the metallicity-specific star formation rate. For comparison, the
total inferred merger rate density from gravitational-wave observations is
12–213 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Abbott et al. 2017a).
3.2 Selection effects
Gravitational-wave detectors are not equally sensitive to every
source. The distance to the source, its orientation and position rel-
ative to the detectors, as well as the physical characteristics of the
source all affect how likely it is that the system would be detectable.
The detectability of a signal depends upon its signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The SNR in a single detector is defined as (Finn 1992)







where h(f) is the waveform measured by the detector, S(f) is the
one-sided noise power spectral density, and fmin and fmax are the
limits of the frequency range considered.
For simplicity, we assume that signals are detected if their single-
detector SNR exceeds a threshold value of 8 (Abbott et al. 2018). To
model the waveforms, we use the IMRPhenomPv2 (Hannam et al.
2014; Husa et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2016) and SEOBNRv3 (Pan et al.
2014; Babak, Taracchini & Buonanno 2017) approximants;3 these
include the inspiral, merger, and ringdown phases of a binary black
hole coalescence, and allow for precession of the black hole spins.
We incorporate the effects of cosmological redshift, which mani-
fest as an apparent increase in the system masses, Mobs = (1 + z)Ms
(Krolak & Schutz 1987; Holz & Hughes 2005). We assume a de-
tector sensitivity equal to aLIGO in its design configuration (Aasi
et al. 2015; Abbott et al. 2018).
We optimize our computations, reducing the number of waveform
calculations required, by exploiting the fact that the parameters
extrinsic to the gravitational-wave source, such as its position and




F 2+(1 + cos2 i)2 + 4F 2× cos2 i, (11)
F+ ≡ 1
2
cos(2ψ)[1 + cos2(θ )] cos(2φ)
− sin(2ψ) cos(θ ) sin(2φ), (12)
3We use the implementations publicly available in the LAL suite software
package wiki.ligo.org/DASWG/LALSuite.
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Figure 3. The rate and chirp-mass distribution of the binary black hole
coalescences we expect aLIGO to observe at design sensitivity, taking into
account cosmic history and selection effects, for the COMPAS fiducial




sin(2ψ)[1 + cos2(θ )] cos(2φ)
+2 cos(2ψ) cos(θ ) sin(2φ), (13)
where A, DL, i, ψ , θ , and ϕ are the gravitational-wave ampli-
tude, luminosity distance, inclination, polarization, and polar and
azimuthal angles of the source location in the detector frame, respec-
tively (Krolak & Schutz 1987; Cutler & Flanagan 1994). Therefore,
we need only compute the phase evolution for a given combina-
tion of intrinsic binary parameters, such as masses, once, and then
marginalize over the extrinsic parameters (with the exception of DL)
as described in Finn & Chernoff (1993).
For a system with a given (M1, M2, DL), we determine the fraction
of extrinsic parameter realizations for which the observed SNR
passes our threshold, and label this as our detection probability Pdet.
We can use this detection probability to transform the merge rate
given in equation (9) into a rate of detections. Integrating over the
















where ts is time in the source frame and tobs = (1 + z)ts is time in
the observer’s frame.
Fig. 3 shows the rate and chirp-mass distribution of binary black
hole mergers detected at aLIGO design sensitivity. The mass distri-
bution is shifted to higher masses relative to the intrinsic merger rate
plotted in Fig. 2 because selection effects favour heavier systems
which emit louder gravitational-wave signals. Some of the sharp
features in this plot are the consequence of simulating systems on a
discrete grid of metallicities (cf. Dominik et al. 2013). LBV winds
tend to reduce high-mass stars to a narrow, metallicity-dependent
range of black hole masses. We discuss the impact of these features
in Section 6.
4 TH E C OVA R I A N C E M AT R I X F O R
POPULATION PA R A M ETERS
4.1 The Fisher information matrix
The Fisher matrix quantifies the amount of information that a set
of observable random variables (in our case, the merger rate and
chirp-mass distributions) carries about the parameters (in our case,
the four tunable parameters described in Section 2) of a distribution
that models these observables.
Specifically, the Fisher matrix F for a set of random variables D








where L is the likelihood function, defined as the probability of
acquiring the observed data D given the model parameters, and the
angle brackets indicate an expectation over the data realization. We
introduce the likelihood for our problem in the section below.
Under certain conditions, the inverse of the Fisher matrix gives a
lower bound (the Crámer–Rao bound) on the covariance matrix for
those dependent parameters (Vallisneri 2008); we discuss the regime
of validity of the Fisher matrix inverse as an approximation to the
covariance matrix in Section 5.2. The covariance matrix tells us
how sensitive our data are to a change in the model parameters. We
can also examine which combinations of dependent parameters are
degenerate and which combinations yield the greatest information
gain.4
The Fisher matrix quantifies the sensitivity of predicted observa-
tions to model parameters, and provides a bound on the accuracy
of parameter inference. This approach assumes that the model is
correct. The correctness of the model can be evaluated through
other means. For example, model selection can be used to compare
distinct models, whether these are different formation channels or
different prescriptions for describing the physical processes of bi-
nary evolution (e.g. Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010; Stevenson
et al. 2017b; Talbot & Thrane 2017; Vitale et al. 2017a; Zevin
et al. 2017), or model-independent clustering can be used without
reference to particular models (e.g. Mandel et al. 2015, 2017).
4.2 The COMPAS likelihood function
For this study we assume that we have a gravitational-wave cata-
logue of merging binary black holes, formed via the isolated binary
evolution channel, and we focus on two observable characteristics
of such a data set: the rate of detections and the distribution of chirp
masses for the observed systems.
The likelihood function contains a term for each observational
characteristic:
log L (D|{λ}) = log L (Nobs|{λ}, tobs) + log L ({M}|{λ}). (16)
The first term is the likelihood of observing binary black holes at a
given rate. We assume that observable binary black holes coalesce
in the Universe as a Poisson process with rate parameter μ, which is
predicted by our population synthesis model, and the total number of
observations Nobs, accumulated in a time tobs. The Poisson likelihood
is
log L (Nobs|{λ}, tobs) = Nobs log(μtobs) − μtobs − log(Nobs!). (17)
The second term is the likelihood of observing a given chirp-mass
distribution. As described in Section 3, we have chosen to represent
our chirp-mass distribution in bins. In this case the correct likelihood
4This is analogous to identifying the chirp mass as being the best measured
combination of masses from gravitational-wave observations.
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is a multinomial distribution (Stevenson et al. 2015)




ck log(pk) − log(ck!)
]
, (18)
where K is the number of chirp-mass bins, ck is the number of
observed systems falling into the k-th bin with
∑
kck = Nobs, and pk
is the probability predicted by the model that a system falls into the k-
th bin. Thus, μ and pk are functions of the tunable model parameters
λ, while ck and Nobs are observables. Given the likelihood, we can
now calculate the Fisher matrix.
4.3 Computing the Fisher matrix
In order to compute the Fisher matrix, we need to find the second
derivatives of the likelihood with respect to the population parame-
ters and average over the possible observations drawn according to
the same likelihood distribution. First differentiating the total-rate
log likelihood,



























Meanwhile, differentiating the chirp-mass portion of the log likeli-
hood yields




























The expectation value of Nobs over this Poisson likelihood with
rate parameter μtobs is just 〈Nobs〉 = μtobs; similarly, 〈ck〉 = μtobspk.






















kpk = 1 to eliminate the second term from equation
(20). Crucially, this expression contains only first-order derivatives
of the observables with respect to the population parameters. These
derivatives can be readily and reliably estimated using population
synthesis models, as described below.
4.4 Evaluating the first derivatives
We have shown in equation (21) that the Fisher matrix can be com-
puted using just the first derivatives of the binned rates with respect
to the population parameters. To compute derivatives, we simulated
binary populations using a suite of variations to the population pa-
rameters discussed in Section 2.1. We used the same set of random
seeds to the random number generator in COMPAS, so that for
each variation the initial conditions (i.e. masses and separation) and
random effects (i.e. kick directions) remain fixed. This allows us
to accurately measure the derivatives by estimating the differential
rather than absolute rates, reducing the uncertainty associated with
a limited number of simulations.
We made six perturbations to the fiducial model for each popula-
tion parameter (three negative and three positive). The perturbations
Table 1. The 25 population-parameter variations used in this paper. The
population parameters are described in Section 2.1: σ kick is the dispersion
parameter for a Maxwellian used to draw the magniutde of natal kicks
from equation (1); αCE is the efficiency of common-envelope ejection from
equation (4); fWR is the multiplier for Wolf–Rayet wind mass-loss from
equation (6), and fLBV is the multiplier for LBV mass-loss described in
equation (5). Our fiducial model appears in the top row. For each of these
population parameter combinations we also varied metallicity. We used
12 different metallicities, which were evenly spaced in the log between
0.005 Z and Z, where we use a solar metallicity Z= 0.02. We therefore
had a total of 300 model variations. We simulated 1 197 989 binaries for
each of these variations.
σ kick (km s−1) αCE fWR fLBV
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
240.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
244.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
247.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
253.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
256.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
260.0 1.00 1.00 1.50
250.0 0.95 1.00 1.50
250.0 0.97 1.00 1.50
250.0 0.99 1.00 1.50
250.0 1.01 1.00 1.50
250.0 1.03 1.00 1.50
250.0 1.05 1.00 1.50
250.0 1.00 0.90 1.50
250.0 1.00 0.94 1.50
250.0 1.00 0.97 1.50
250.0 1.00 1.03 1.50
250.0 1.00 1.06 1.50
250.0 1.00 1.10 1.50
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.45
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.47
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.49
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.51
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.53
250.0 1.00 1.00 1.55
were chosen to be sufficiently small that we could reliably estimate
first derivatives numerically. A full list of the variations we used
can be found in Table 1. For each of the quantities we are differ-
entiating, we have a set of overconstrained simultaneous equations
for the first and second derivatives according to the leading terms
in the Taylor series, which we can write in a matrix form
⎛
⎜⎝
f (λ + 1) − f (λ)
...

























If we label the three terms in equation (22) as y, X, and β, respec-
tively, then the maximum-likelihood solution for the derivatives β̂
can be computed directly as (Anton & Rorres 2000, section 9.3)
β̂ = (XT X)−1XT y. (23)
We use this approach to compute all of the derivatives in equation
(21) and combine them into an estimate of the Fisher matrix. The
Fisher matrix can then be inverted to provide the Crámer–Rao lower
bound on the covariance matrix of the astrophysical parameters
evaluated at the COMPAS fiducial model.
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Figure 4. An illustration of how we include measurement errors in our
analysis. A Gaussian is centred on each bin, with a standard deviation
proportional to the value at the centre of that bin. That bin’s counts are then
distributed to other bins according to the fraction of that Gaussian falling in
each bin.
4.5 Measurement uncertainty
The measurements of chirp masses will be subject to a certain
amount of measurement uncertainty. We use a simplified treatment
of this measurement uncertainty based on the methodology of Gair,
Tang & Volonteri (2010, see their appendix A). We assume that the
probability of finding a system in an incorrect bin is given by a
Gaussian distribution about the centre of the correct bin into which
the system was placed in the simulation.
Let fi be the fraction of system predicted by the simulation to
lie in the i-th bin, which is centred on chirp mass μi and has left
and right edges at chirp masses μ−i and μ
+
i , respectively. Then the
















where σ i is the standard deviation of the measurement in the i-th
bin. In the limit of σ i tending to zero, we recover perfect mea-
surement accuracy, pi = fi. An illustration of this treatment of the
measurement errors is presented in Fig. 4.
The chirp-mass measurement uncertainty depends strongly on the
total mass of the source, with the most massive sources spending the
fewest inspiral cycles in band, leading to the largest measurement
uncertainty (e.g. Abbott et al. 2016a). It also scales inversely with the
source SNR. Here, we crudely approximate this as a fixed fractional
uncertainty on the chirp mass of 3 per cent (cf. Mandel et al. 2017;
Vitale et al. 2017b). We therefore modify the binned rates according
to equation (24), using a standard deviation σ i = 0.03μi.
This method of incorporating measurement errors is a simplifica-
tion. The formally correct approach would be to incorporate them on
a per-system basis, which would involve a modification of the likeli-
hood function. Performing the analysis in this way would correctly
account for correlations between bins, whereas in the simplified
approach bins are modified independently, losing information, and
slightly swelling the uncertainty.
4.6 Uncertainty quantification
The rate derivatives used to compute the Fisher matrix at the COM-
PAS fiducial model depend on the particular population realization
used in the calculation. We quantify the impact of simulation real-
ization noise, due to the finite number of simulated binaries, with
bootstrapping. We recompute the Fisher matrix by re-creating data
sets of the same size as the original simulated data set by drawing
samples from it with replacement.
By repeating this process many times and observing the spread
in the results, we can observe how much the point estimates change
under different population realisations (different sets of binary ini-
tial conditions). Our full data set consists of 359 396 700 binary
simulations, which consists of the same set of 1 197 989 ZAMS
binaries evolved under each of 300 different model variations (the
25 population parameter combinations listed in Table 1, each sim-
ulated at the 12 different metallicities shown in Fig. 1). To generate
one bootstrap sample Fisher matrix:
(i) We randomly choose 1 197 989 initial conditions, with re-
placement, from our original set of initial conditions.
(ii) For each of the 25 population parameter combinations in
Table 1, we find the systems from the bootstrap initial conditions
which become merging binary black holes, and calculate their total
rate and chirp-mass distribution (taking into account cosmic history,
selection effects, and measurement uncertainty).
(iii) We use equations (22) and (23) to compute the derivatives of
the total rate and chirp-mass distribution bin heights, with respect
to each population parameter.
(iv) We use these derivatives to compute the Fisher matrix, using
equation (21).
We repeat the above steps 1500 times in order to express the un-
certainty coming from the realization of the initial conditions, i.e.
from the simulation statistical fluctuations. In principle, this model
uncertainty could be overcome with more simulations, unlike the
more fundamental uncertainties stemming from a finite number of
observations and chirp-mass measurement uncertainty. We discuss
the relative contributions of these sources of uncertainty in Sec-
tion 6.
5 R ESULTS AND D I SCUSSI ON
Using the method described in Section 4 we computed the elements
of the Crámer–Rao lower bound on the covariance matrix for the
population parameters σ kick, αCE, fLBV, and fWR. We computed sim-
ulation uncertainties on these elements by taking 1500 bootstrap
samples from the 1 197 989 sets of initial conditions simulated for
the binaries, specifically varying the metallicities, initial masses, and
separations. Using these results, we are able to explore what can
be learned about these population parameters using gravitational-
wave observations of binary black holes. Results are presented for
Nobs = 1000 observations, a sufficiently large number to ensure the
validity of our results; we discuss the effect of changing the number
of observations in Section 5.2.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of standard deviations of each of the
population parameters. We see that it will be possible to measure
αCE, fLBV, and fWR with fractional accuracies of ∼2 per cent after
1000 observations. We will be less sensitive to the value of σ kick.
This is an expected result, since the natal kicks of black holes are
reduced according to equation (2), and many of the more massive
ones do not get a kick at all.
The fractional uncertainties on all of the parameters are quantities
of order N−1/2obs ≈ 0.03 for Nobs = 1000. Varying the parameters by
their full dynamic range would change the rate by O(Nobs). For
example, reducing αCE from 1 to 0 would make binary black hole
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Figure 5. The inferred measurement accuracy for each of the four popu-
lation parameters after observing 1000 systems, as estimated by taking the
square root of the diagonal elements of the estimated covariance matrices
for each of the 1500 bootstrapped sets. The histograms are normalised such
that they all have the same area.
Figure 6. 1500 bootstrap samples of the marginalized univariate distribu-
tions and bivariate 90 per cent confidence intervals from the Crámer–Rao
lower bound on the covariance matrix for the COMPAS population parame-
ters. The univariate distributions are the Gaussian distributions correspond-
ing to the standard deviations of Fig. 5, and have been normalized to have
the same area.
formation through a common-envelope phase impossible, reducing
the expected number of detections from Nobs to ∼0.
The measurement accuracy with which the tunable population
parameters can be inferred using 1000 gravitational-wave observa-
tions can be alternatively interpreted from the perspective of model
selection. For example, the median of the distribution for the stan-
dard deviation of αCE is ∼0.02. Therefore, if αCE different from the
fiducial value by 6 per cent, the fiducial model could be ruled out
with a confidence of ∼3σ ≈ 99.7 per cent.
We can examine the full multivariate normal behaviour of the
population parameters. Fig. 6 shows marginalized univariate dis-
tributions and bivariate projections of the 90 per cent confidence
Figure 7. Distribution of correlations between αCE and each of fLBV and
fWR. The histograms have been normalized to have the same area.
interval for each of the bootstrap samples. This plot shows that
most pairwise correlations between most population parameters are
negligible. Fig. 7 shows the correlations between αCE and fWR, and
between αCE and fLBV. Bootstrapping indicates an 88 per cent confi-
dence that αCE and fWR are anticorrelated. Increasing αCE increases
the efficiency with which orbital energy is transferred into the com-
mon envelope. An increased efficiency means that there will be less
tightening of the binary, so fewer systems will come sufficiently
close together to merge within a Hubble time. Losing mass through
winds widens the orbit, meaning that increasing the Wolf–Rayet
wind mass-loss rate creates more systems which are too wide to
merge within a Hubble time. Increased mass loss also results in the
black holes being less massive, therefore increasing the time re-
quired for them to merge through gravitational-wave emission from
a given initial separation (Peters 1964). These correlations mean
that increasing (or decreasing) both αCE and fWR would compound
the effect on the rates, so their bivariate distribution (in Fig. 6) is
narrower in this direction. Conversely, the effects of increasing one
whilst decreasing the other would partially cancel out, and thus the
bivariate distribution is wider in that direction. The confidence in the
anticorrelation between αCE and fLBV is only 76 per cent, and there is
insufficient evidence for correlation between other parameter pairs.
5.1 Information from the total detection rate
To gain further insight into the correlations between the inferred
parameters, we now consider what we could learn about the popu-
lation parameters by considering only the total rate at which grav-
itational waves are observed. It is impossible to constrain the four-
dimensional population parameter vector considered in this paper
with a single observable, the binary black hole detection rate. In
this case, all that can be learned about the population parameters is
the value of some linear combination of them.
We construct a detection rate Fisher matrix, using only the total









and perform an eigendecomposition. We expect to see that there is
only one eigenvector whose eigenvalue is non-zero. We verified that
this is true for all 1500 of our bootstrap samples, which provided a
useful sanity check of our results.
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Figure 8. Violin plot showing components of the normalized principal
eigenvector of the Fisher matrices calculated using only the total detection
rate. The coloured regions give the bootstrapped distribution of the principle
eigenvector direction, with medians marked in black.
Figure 9. Distribution of the standard deviation of the particular linear
combination of population parameters corresponding to the principal eigen-
vector of the total detection rate Fisher matrix. The measurement accuracy is
computed using only information from the total rate (blue) and after includ-
ing information from the chirp-mass distribution (green). The distributions
come from considering all 1500 bootstrapped sets.
Next, by examining the eigenvector whose eigenvalue is non-
zero, we can find the linear combination of population parameters
to which we are sensitive. Fig. 8 shows a univariate representation of
this direction (with its distribution from bootstrapping over simula-
tions). The components of the vector parallel to fLBV and σ kick axes
are broadly consistent with zero. Most of the information learned
solely from the total detection rate is in the αCE–fWR plane. The
fact that both values are simultaneously positive implies that they
are correlated; this is the same correlation as was discussed at the
beginning of this section.
Whilst we can only measure this specific combination of popula-
tion parameters using only the total detection rate, we can constrain
parameter combinations in the ∼αCE + fWR direction to within a
few per cent from the total rate. Fig. 9 shows the standard deviation
along the line defined by this combination of population parameters
a−1/2, where a is the principal eigenvalue. This can be interpreted
in the same way as the standard deviations in Fig. 5, and matches
the expected value of O(N−1/2obs ). We see that if this combination
of population parameters differed from our fiducial values by more
than a few per cent, we would be able to confidently rule our model
out after 1000 observations. However, we also see from Fig. 9 that
including the chirp-mass distribution would significantly improve
measurements of this parameter combination.
5.2 Number of observations
The expected number of observations only appears as a multiplica-
tive term in equation (21), so that the standard deviations in Fig. 5
simply scale as N−1/2obs . However, the results presented here are pred-
icated on the assumption that the inverse of the Fisher information
matrix is a good approximation to the covariance, and not just a
lower bound. This in turn requires the likelihood to be approxi-
mately Gaussian, i.e. the linear single approximation (LSA; Vallis-
neri 2008) should hold. Only if the predicted parameter uncertainties
are smaller than the neighbourhood in which the LSA is valid does
the Fisher matrix provide a self-consistent estimate of the accuracy
of parameter inference. This effectively sets a minimal threshold
on the number of observations required for self-consistency in our
estimates.
When computing the derivatives, as described in Section 4.4, we
measure the terms in a Taylor expansion of an observable (binned)
rate f as a function of the population parameter λ,




In order to verify the validity of the LSA, we need to check that
each f is indeed linear when  is of the same order as the computed
standard deviations for the population parameters. We require that
the linear term is dominant in the Taylor series, so that
f ′(λ)  
2
f ′′(λ). (27)
We find Nobs = 1000 to be a sufficient lower limit on the num-
ber of observations necessary to ensure the LSA is valid. At 1000
observations, the best measured combination of parameters is con-
strained at the per cent level, and this will continue to improve as
we expand the catalogue of observations.
For smaller numbers of observations, the LSA will break down.
The probability distribution for the model parameters may no longer
be a multidimensional Gaussian so the Fisher matrix is likely to
underestimate the inference uncertainty.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have, for the first time, quantitatively analysed how accurately
gravitational-wave observations of binary black hole mergers will
constrain binary population synthesis models described by a mul-
tidimensional parametrization. When ground-based detectors have
accumulated 1000 observations of merging binary black holes, we
have shown that we will measure binary population synthesis model
parameters with an accuracy of a few per cent. Equivalently, we will
be able to distinguish models for which the population parameters
differ only by a few per cent.
Our analysis accounts for three distinct sources of uncertainty in
the inference of population parameters using gravitational-wave ob-
servations. The first is due to the finite number of observations. We
show when the linear signal approximation holds (Section 5.2), the
accuracy with which population parameters can be inferred scales
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with the inverse square root of the number of observations. The
second is the chirp-mass measurement uncertainty in individual
observations. We only model this approximately (Section 4.5) but
find that it is unlikely to be limiting factor in inference. The third
source of uncertainty is simulation uncertainty: the accuracy in pre-
dicted detection rate and chirp-mass distribution is limited by the
finite number of COMPAS simulations. This uncertainty, which we
quantify with bootstrapping (Section 4.6), is only limited by com-
putational cost, and be reduced indefinitely with more simulations
or more efficient sampling (e.g. Andrews, Zezas & Fragos 2017).
There is, of course, potential systematic uncertainty in the binary
evolution models themselves: for example, it is probable that the
αCE parameter is not universal, as assumed here, but depends on the
binary properties during the common-envelope phase. Model infer-
ence techniques such as those described here should be combined
with model verification and with weakly modelled inference (e.g.
Mandel et al. 2017).
We show the expected detection rate and chirp-mass distribution
of merging binary black holes in Fig. 3. The sharp features in the
chirp-mass distribution are due to only simulating systems at a small
number (12) of metallicities, replacing the integral over metallicity
in equation (9) with a discrete sum. Mass loss, particularly during
the LBV phase, leads to a pile-up of black hole masses from the most
massive stars at particular metallicity-dependent values. The subse-
quent discrete sum over metallicities overpopulates some bins in the
chirp-mass distribution relative to neighbouring bins (cf. Dominik
et al. 2013). This can impact our results, causing us to overstate
the accuracy with which we will be able to measure population
parameters. This issue can be addressed in the future by interpolat-
ing model predictions over metallicity (e.g. using Gaussian process
emulators as described by Barrett et al. 2017), producing a smooth
set of predictions.
Our primary intention with this paper was to introduce a method-
ology for evaluating the accuracy with which astrophysical model
parameters can be estimated based on the rates and properties of
observed transients. We considered a four-dimensional parameter
space, but the number of dimensions is limited only by computa-
tional cost. It is also straightforward to add more terms than just
the chirp-mass distribution to equation (16) in order to investigate
other observable characteristics of binary populations such as mass
ratios and spins (e.g. Stevenson et al. 2017b; Talbot & Thrane
2017; Zevin et al. 2017). Furthermore, this analysis can be used for
other populations than observations of binary black hole mergers
via gravitational-waves in this paper. Other observed populations,
such as Galactic binary pulsars, X-ray binaries, Wolf–Rayet stars,
short gamma-ray bursts, or luminous red novae (for a review, see De
Marco & Izzard 2017), can provide orthogonal constraints on the
parameters governing binary evolution (cf. Fig. 9). Over the coming
decade, such measurements will help us to accurately determine the
physics of massive binary evolution.
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